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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24HR</td>
<td>24-hour recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBS</td>
<td>Dried blood spot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLW</td>
<td>Doubly labelled water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>Energy intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>Food frequency questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOR</td>
<td>Interobserver reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBS</td>
<td>Kostberechnungssystem (food composition database and calculation system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>Personal digital assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REE</td>
<td>Resting energy expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFPM</td>
<td>The Remote Foods Photography Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TADA</td>
<td>The Technology Assisted Dietary Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEE</td>
<td>Total energy expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebFFQ</td>
<td>The web-based food frequency questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebFR</td>
<td>The web-based food record/recall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

1.1 The rationale for assessing dietary intake

Diet influences human disease. According to the Global Burden of Disease Study 2013, dietary risks accounted for more than 11 million deaths, and 241 million lost healthy lives (DALYs) globally in 2013 alone [1]. This insight comes from epidemiology, which has been described as “the study of the distribution and determinants of health-related states or events (including disease), and the application of this study to the control of diseases and other health problems.” [2]. More specifically, it is nutritional epidemiology, in which the focus is on nutritional determinants [3], that has provided this understanding of dietary risks. To get further insights, and to prevent deaths, diseases, and health problems influenced or caused by nutritional determinants, there is an inevitable need to assess dietary intake.

1.2 A glimpse into the history of dietary assessment

Modern nutritional science first materialised in the late 1700’s, under the so-called chemical revolution in France [4]; and it was not until the vitamin era during the first half of the 1900’s, in which deficiencies in humans were given much attention, that nutritional science expanded massively [5]. The newly discovered nutrients and their content in common foods led to the possibility and interest in analysing dietary intake in humans; and with that, a demand for dietary assessment methods was created [6].

The first recognised written report on individual dietary assessment was published in 1936 in England [7], during dietary assessment methodology’s early phase. Different forms of food records, 24-hour recalls (24HRs), and chemical food analyses of actually eaten foods were used in this period [6]. In 1947, Burke introduced the diet history method as a research tool developed to capture the average food intake for an individual [8], which was an advancement. Around this time, small-scale research studies dominated, and the diet history and lengthy paper-based food records were the principal methods in use [9]. The food frequency interview method, for assessment of the usual dietary intake, was introduced in 1962 [10]. It took until the early 1980’s before paper-based food frequency questionnaires (FFQs) emerged and were used in large-scale epidemiological studies, like in the American Nurses’ Health Study cohort.
Such large observational studies became feasible and popular at the time, due to the previous decade’s development in computer technology and statistical methods [6, 9].

The 1980’s also became a decade of significant events related to biological markers of dietary intake. The work over the previous decades materialised into some important publications.

Isaksson published his paper on 24-hour urinary nitrogen as a biological marker for total protein intake [14]. Schoeller introduced the doubly labelled water (DLW) method to assess total energy expenditure (TEE) in humans [15], whereas Plakké proposed that the composition of fatty acids in an individual’s fat tissue reflected the composition of fatty acids in their habitual diet [16]. In the early 1990’s, the field of biological markers of dietary intake advanced further; Ziegler published a paper introducing a new method to analyse single carotenoids in blood, also found in vegetables and fruits, to assess their relation to lung cancer [17]. Around the year 2000, the principal methods based on self-reports were still food records, food recalls in addition to both long and short FFQs [12]. It could, therefore, appear as if the development of dietary assessment had stagnated. However, around this period, novel technological approaches started to emerge [9].

| Table 1. The main traditional dietary assessment methods based on self-reports [12]. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Methodology**                | **First made reference to**     | **Brief description**            | **Traditional form of administration** | **Information collected** |
| Food record/ food diary        | ○ In 1936 by Widdowson (UK). A 7-day weighed food record [7]. | ○ Everything consumed is recorded in real time, for typically 3-7 consecutive days. ○ Weights can be used to increase the accuracy of portion sizes. | ○ Self-administered. ○ Paper-format. | ○ Short-term dietary intake of the whole diet. ○ Detailed and contextual information. |
| 24-hour recall (24HR)          | ○ In 1938 by Burke (US). A 24HR interview [13]. | ○ Everything consumed over the past 24-hours are reported in great detail. | ○ Interview administered. ○ Phone, or face-to-face. | ○ Short-term dietary intake of the whole diet. ○ Detailed and contextual information. |
| Food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) | ○ In 1962 by Stefanik and Trulson. The food frequency interview. ○ In the 1980’s by several: E.g., Willet’s paper-FFQ used in Nurses’ Health Study [11]. | ○ The usual consumption of foods and beverages, found in a fixed list is specified by frequency, and often the amount. ○ It covers a defined period, usually the last 1-12 months. | ○ Self-administered. ○ Paper-format. | ○ Usual dietary intake assessed by a single administration. ○ Entire or parts of the diet. |
1.3 Dietary assessment today

1.3.1 New technology and methods

Technology is now everywhere, and it is widely recognised that humanity is on the edge of a technological revolution, believed to profoundly alter everything from civil society to private and public sectors, including academia [18]. Dietary assessment methods are not left unaffected by this, which is reflected in the increasing heterogeneity in methodology and use of technology described extensively in a review by Illner et al. in 2012 [19], and in several other recent review articles [20-24]. Nevertheless, the conventional food record, 24HR and FFQ, described in Table 1, are not abandoned, and are still in use and form the basis for many of the new tools. An overview of new approaches assessing dietary intake is displayed in Table 2.

Assessment of past intake

The simplest adaptation of the traditional methods is a straightforward digitalization of paper-based questionnaires, without any use of additional images or interactive features. Such computer- or web-based dietary assessment tools may be troubled with many of the fundamental challenges as paper-based tools [19] but can offer advantages for researchers due to reduced resources needed for data handling, and flexibility regarding when to collect data [25]. The possibilities of built-in error checks securing completeness and consistency of the web-based questionnaires are additionally clear advantages. By incorporating images for portion size estimates, like what is done in the GraFFQ [26], an additional refinement is added that may increase accuracy.

Several self-administered web-based 24HR platforms have been developed for different age groups, based on the principles of the 24HR methodology [24]. There was initially a shift from traditional 24HRs interviews, to interview-assisted software on computers, like the American Automated Multiple-Pass Method (AMPM) developed in the late 1990’s [27], and finally to self-administered platforms, like the American ASA24 first used in 2006 [28]. By avoiding the costly and inconvenient interviews, the use of multiple self-administered web-based 24HRs is becoming a real alternative to the FFQ for use in large-scale nutrition studies [29].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Assessment of past intake</th>
<th>Real-time assessment (ambulatory assessment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Brief description** | o Assessment of self-reported diet in recent or distant past.  
 o Self-administered reports (or interview-assisted).  
 o Possibilities of audio and image functionalities.  
 o Can be interactive.  
 o Memory dependent. | o Assessment of self-reports or objective data, during normal daily activities.  
 o Self-administered (active) or automatic recording (passive).  
 o Considerable method heterogeneity.  
 o Various portable devices can be used (e.g. PDAs, smart phones, cameras, sensors, scanners).  
 o Instant, memory independent. |
| **Information collected** | o No real-time data collection.  
 o Short- or long-term past dietary intake. | o Real time data in the natural environment using portable devices.  
 o Short-term dietary intake  
 o Rich contextual info possible to collect (e.g. time, GPS). |
| **Selected examples, grouped by category** | **Computer-based**  
 Not connected to the Internet.  
 o 24HR software, interview-assisted  
 • SCRAM24 [30], EPIC-Soft [31], AMPM 24HR [27].  
 o 24HR software, self-administered  
 • FIRSSI [32], YANA-C [33], IMM [34].  
 o Self-administered questionnaires  
 • FFQs [35, 36], DHQs [37-39]. | **Web-based**  
 Connected to the Internet.  
 o 24HR web-based, self-administered  
 • ASA24 [28], ASA24-Kids-2012 [40], CANAAW [41], SNAP [42], FIRRSH #43, PAC24 [44], INTAKE24 [45], myfood24 [46], Comp-eat [47].  
 o Self-administered questionnaires  
 • FFQs [26, 48-52], DHQs [53-55].  
 o Record/recall-hybrids  
 • WebFR [56], WebDASC [57].  
 o Miscellaneous  
 • 24HR FL [58], Foodbook24 [59]. | **Self-administered**  
 Active assessment.  
 o Image based food records for handheld devices  
 Images captured of dietary intake on the go. Can be complemented using voice recording, text, etc.  
 • TADA [60], RFPM [61], FRapp [62], Wellnavi [63], Nutricam [64].  
 o Other food records for handheld devices  
 Can be complemented by capturing images or adding comments as memory aids.  
 • For PDAs [65].  
 • Apps for smartphones:  
 • MMM [66], Mobile Phone App [67] e-CA [68].  
 • Spoken dietary records [69].  
 o Wearable camera  
 Audiovisual recordings. Must be switched on before eating.  
 • Micro-camera [70].  
 o Scan tech  
 Used as stand-alone tools or combined with e.g. PDAs.  
 • Handheld scanners [71, 72]. |
| | **Automated**  
 Passive assessment.  
 o Wearable sensor tech  
 Eating sound recognition, jaw and hand motion sensors.  
 • AutoDietary [73], AIM [74]  
 o Wearable camera  
 Photos captured automatically:  
 • Microsoft SenseCam™ [75].  
 o Wearable computer  
 Video, photos, sound, etc. captured automatically:  
 • eButton [76]. |

PDA, Personal digital assistant; App, application software; Tech, technology; DHQ, diet history questionnaire; FFQ, food frequency questionnaire; 24HR FL, 24-hour food list; 24HR, 24-hour recall.  
* Biomarkers of dietary exposure are omitted from this overview.  
# Food records/diaries in which recordings are not done in real-time.  
* Included in the current thesis.  
# Combination of 24HR and FFQ.  
* Used in combination with traditional food records or 24HRS [77, 78].
Some new technology-based methods, defined as food records or diaries in Table 2, are categorised as retrospective dietary assessment tools because they do not allow recordings in real-time.

The web-based food record/recall (WebFR) validated in this thesis is a typical example of this. It was constructed as a classic record or diary in which recordings are done for the duration of several consecutive days. However, users do not record in real-time, but rather in the evening each recording day. The method is therefore per definition an assessment of past intake, bearing similarities to a recall, covering the previous hours only, in contrast to the 24HRs, in which the participant must recall the dietary intake the previous day.

**Real-time or ambulatory assessment**

Several methodologically new dietary assessment methods fit under the umbrella term ambulatory assessment. The term ambulatory assessment origins from the field of psychology, and covers a range of real-time assessments conducted in real-life, aided by computer-assisted technology, believed to minimise recall bias due to the nature of the momentary data collection [79]. The data collection using ambulatory assessment typically involves multiple assessments for an individual over a defined period, using methods listed in Table 2. Among the various assessment methods, a few automated, sensor-based tools, like the AutoDietary [73], using eating sound recognition, have been developed. The diverse group of self-administered event-based records are, however, more common. They range from portable food records on personal digital assistants (PDAs), with food lists and images of portion sizes [65], to image-based smartphone applications like the Technology Assisted Dietary Assessment (TADA) [60], in which the users first and foremost actively captures images of their eating occasions.

**Mixed method approach**

The ambulatory assessment captures real-time data, and thus any recall methodology is per definition excluded from this category. Mixed methods have, however, been developed. For example, using a combination of a web-based 24HR, and a wearable camera to automatically capture real-time images the day previous to the 24HR [77, 80], thus using features from ambulatory assessment as an aid to improve the 24HR.
1.3.2 Biomarkers of dietary exposure

Several definitions of biological markers, often called biomarkers, have been established in the literature [81]. The Biomarkers Definitions Working Group has described a biomarker as: “A characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention.” [82]. Biomarkers may serve as substitute endpoints, to predict coming events, whereas past events are determined by the biomarkers of exposure [83].

The term nutritional biomarker also covers a variety of objective biological measurements, including markers of future disease or pre-clinical disease, nutritional status or dietary exposure [84, 85], displayed in Figure 1. However, the term is often used exclusively for biomarkers of dietary exposure [86-88], that is, as objective indicators of past dietary intake.

![Nutritional biomarkers](image)

**Figure 1.** An overview of classification of nutritional biomarkers. The light blue colored boxes are the types of biomarkers used in the current thesis.

Biomarkers of dietary exposure may be used to assess dietary intake through ranking or quantification, alone or as a supplement to other dietary assessment methods [84]. They are usually classified into three different groups: The recovery biomarkers, predictive biomarkers and concentration biomarkers [86].
Recovery biomarkers

For the very few existing recovery biomarkers, estimates of the absolute intake level are possible to obtain, due to a metabolic balance between intake and excretion over a particular period, in individuals in homeostatic balance [86]. The only known recovery biomarkers are DLW for energy [15], 24-hour urinary nitrogen for protein [89] and 24-hour urinary sodium [90] and potassium [91], reflecting the sodium and potassium intake, respectively. In Paper IV, the method of DLW was used.

The DLW method

The DLW method is a technique based on isotopes, used to estimate the TEE in humans in a natural setting [92]. Isotopes are forms of the same atoms with nearly identical properties; they have the same number of protons, only differing in neutron number, resulting in a slightly different weight. Protium (H), deuterium (D) and tritium (T) are all examples of isotopes of hydrogen, with zero, one and two neutrons in their nucleuses, respectively. In the DLW method, water (H₂O) is labelled by replacing a proportion of the most common isotopes of oxygen (¹⁶O) and hydrogen (¹H) with the detectable, stable isotopes oxygen-18 (¹⁸O) and deuterium (²H), naturally present at very low concentrations [93]. The labelled water is typically administered orally in humans [93]; subsequently, isotopes are equilibrated in the body pool and washed gradually out of the body normally over a period of 4-14 days [92]. ¹H is primarily lost through H₂O (urine, sweat, etc.), and ¹⁸O is lost through both H₂O and CO₂ (respiration); thus, the wash-out rate between the two isotopes in e.g. urine is used to estimate the amount of ¹⁸O that escaped the body pool through respiration as CO₂ [93]. Ultimately, this provides an estimate of the CO₂ production over the measurement period, which together with an estimate of the respiratory exchange ratio and equations, are used to calculate TEE [93]. The estimated TEE can subsequently be used as a marker for energy intake (EI) in weight-stable individuals.

Predictive biomarkers

Predictive biomarkers also show high correlations with intake, similar to the recovery biomarkers; however, their overall recovery is incomplete [86]. Thus estimates of the absolute intakes cannot be obtained. The only known predictive biomarkers today are 24-h urine sucrose and fructose, reflecting sugar consumption [94].
Concentration biomarkers

Most biomarkers of dietary exposure are concentration biomarkers, from which estimates of absolute intake cannot be obtained [95]. However, because the dietary intake (exposure) is associated with the concentration of these biomarkers [86], it is possible to rank individuals according to intake, i.e. to differentiate between low and high consumers [84]. Examples of the many concentration biomarkers include fatty acids in either adipose tissue, erythrocytes, or in plasma- or serum compartments, that reflect long-, medium- and short-term intake of specific fatty acids, respectively [84]; or carotenoids in blood, which are markers for carotenoid-rich foods [96]. In Paper II, the latter was used as a biomarker of exposure.

Carotenoids

Humans and animals cannot synthesise the natural pigments called carotenoids, in contrast to plants and microorganisms [97]. Consequently, all carotenoids detected in humans’ blood, as in Paper II, can only originate from dietary intake. More than 700 carotenoids are identified [96], out of which about 50 have been identified to be absorbed and metabolised in humans [98]. Out of these, just a few (β-carotene, α-carotene, β-cryptoxanthin, lycopene, lutein and zeaxanthin) are both found in humans’ diet, and also in a significant concentration in their blood [96]. Most of the dietary carotenoid intake in the western world originates from consumption of fruits and vegetables (80-90%) [96]. A dose-response relationship has been observed between the consumption of fruits and vegetables, and concentrations of these previously mentioned carotenoids in plasma, in controlled feeding studies [99-101]. Measuring carotenoids in plasma is therefore used as an objective indicator of the true intake of fruits and vegetables. However, different fruits and vegetables have a highly variable content of carotenoids [102]. For this reason, concentrations of carotenoids in plasma may be a more valuable marker for selected fruits and vegetables, rich in these particular carotenoids, than a general marker for the total intake of fruits and vegetables. Therefore, in Paper II, variables for carotenoid-rich foods were created, for comparison with the concentration of carotenoids in blood.
**New biomarkers**

The food metabolome

Metabolomics is the study of the metabolome, which is made up of small molecules called metabolites [103]. A part of the human metabolome is the food metabolome, which consists of several thousand metabolites originating from the diet, through digestion, absorption and metabolising of foods [88]. Urine is a much-used specimen for identifying typically new biomarkers, as non-nutrients (or nutrients in excess) or their secondary metabolites are excreted in the urine, reflecting the intake over the past hours [103]. O’Gorman listed several newfound putative biomarkers, derived from the food metabolome, that are supposed to reflect the intake of specific foods: Salmon, broccoli, whole grain wheat cereals, raspberry, cruciferous vegetables, citrus fruits, coffee, onions and red meat [104]. However, only a very few of these metabolites, like the proline betaine that reflects the consumption of citrus fruits, have been extensively validated [105]. The lack of long-term biomarkers is also an apparent limitation [105]. Nevertheless, it is expected that numerous more will be discovered in the years to come, as this is still a large unexploited area of research [88].

**Stable isotopes**

Stable isotopes were used already in the 1930’s, in studies of metabolism [106], and still is [107]. Moreover, the previously described DLW method, usually classified as a recovery biomarker, is in fact, a stable isotope based technique. The use of stable isotopes ratios has recently been suggested as an approach to identify new biomarkers of dietary exposure at the atomic level, for use in epidemiology [108]. The idea comes from the studies of archaeology, palaeontology, and ecology, and has, for instance, been used to study the diet of our ancestors and extinct animals [109, 110]. The natural and consistent variation of stable isotopes between different foods is also captured in human tissues, reflecting the dietary intake [107]. The stable isotopes ratios of both carbon and nitrogen, in the forms of $^{13}$C/$^{12}$C and $^{15}$N/$^{14}$N, are for instance suggested as biomarkers of fish protein intake [111]. They may be used as both short- and long-term biomarkers, depending on the rate of elemental turnover of the tissue, from which the sample is drawn (e.g. hair does not undergo any elemental turnover) [108]. The possibility to obtain information on long-term dietary exposure makes the stable isotopes especially interesting for nutritional epidemiology.
1.3.3 Other objective measurements of dietary intake

Direct observations of dietary intake

Direct observation is used to provide information about numerous activities and behaviours, without the need of depending on participants’ ability or willingness to answer questions [112]. In contrast to indirect observations, in which outcomes of an activity or behaviour are observed (i.e. children’s plate waste after their school lunch), direct observations capture information about activities or behaviours as they occur (i.e. eating). By using direct observation of dietary intake, objective information is obtained from eating events [113], while keeping participant burden low. However, direct observations of eating are often resource-demanding and time-consuming [113], and due to practical reasons often limited to parts of the day [114]. Typically, for school children, observations are conducted by several observers during school meals. Interobserver reliability (IOR) should therefore ideally be assessed [114]. Because direct observation is susceptible to participant reactivity [115], it is strongly recommended to use unobtrusive observations [116]. In the validation study of the WebFR, we used unobtrusive observations. For that reason, we did not interact with the participants during observations. Additionally, the observations were blinded, so the children did not know who was under observation on a given day.

Indirect assessment of energy intake using accelerometer counts

Accelerometers are electronic motion sensors, providing direct objective measurements of physical activity and sedentary behaviours in free-living conditions [117]. Today, sensors are based on microelectromechanical system technology (MEMS) [118]. They are incorporated into small wearable devices and measure the acceleration of the part of the body on which the accelerometer is placed; then this measured acceleration is converted into a signal, which can be processed into activity counts [119]. By quantifying all activity counts in defined time intervals called epochs, both intensity and duration of physical activity and sedentary behaviours are possible to determine, from defined cut-points for different thresholds of intensity [119]. Such physical activity estimates or activity counts from accelerometers may be combined with data on body size, sex and age, or measured or estimated resting energy expenditure (REE) prediction equations, to calculate TEE [120]. In weight-stable individuals, this estimated TEE can be used as an indirect measure of EI, which was done in Paper III in this thesis.
1.4 Measurement error in dietary assessment

Objective, quantitative measurements of long (usual) or short-term dietary exposure for all nutrients and food groups do not exist. Hence, it is impossible to fully avoid dietary assessment methods based on self-reported data. Unfortunately, such self-reports are particularly troubled with measurement errors, which may attenuate or distort observed associations between dietary exposures and outcomes in nutritional epidemiology [9, 95].

Measurement error is the deviation from the true value [9]. The two main sources of measurement error in dietary assessment are random within-person errors and systematic errors (bias) [121, 122]. The random within-person errors originate from day-to-day variation (deviations from the usual mean intake), in addition to any random error in the measurement (e.g. clicking on the wrong portion size image) [95]. Bias is, on the other hand, consistent deviations from the true intake in a particular direction; the most important types are person-specific bias and intake-related bias [121]. Person-specific bias is related to characteristics of individuals like age and weight status [9], typically manifested as a constant underestimation or overestimation of certain foods by certain individuals, due to social desirability. Intake-related bias results from systematic errors that are proportional to the dietary intake [9]; those with high intakes (e.g. of sweets) may for instance typically under-report their intakes more than moderate- or low intake consumers [121].

The random within-person error will lead to loss of power and inflate the variation in a group and may attenuate the relationship between diet and health [9]. In comparison, the consequences of bias are more complex; they can lead to either exaggerating or attenuating diet-health relationships and can distort group mean intakes and distributions [121].

1.4.1 Identifying measurement errors

Evaluation studies are useful when trying to identify measurement errors in dietary assessment. There are two different types: Reproducibility studies and validation studies [9]. In reproducibility studies, the presence of random within-person errors can be identified, by evaluating the consistency of a method administered more than once, at different time points, to the same individuals [95]. Hence, if the reproducibility of a method is high, that means it is precise.
To what extent a method measures what the method is intended to measure, is defined as its validity [123]. A method may be precise, but not valid if bias is present [123]. Moreover, accuracy describes the degree to which a measurement obtained from a method deviate from the true value [9]; e.g., how much the mean fish intake in a population measured by an FFQ deviate from the true mean fish intake. Accordingly, only a valid method can provide high accuracy of the measurements obtained by that method. To identify bias, we need validation studies [95]. The validity of a 24HR can be assessed by evaluating to which degree the estimated intake reflects the true intake, the previous day, by comparing the 24HR estimates (the test method) to a superior reference method [9]. Objective and independent reference methods that measure the true intake without bias are the ideal options in validation studies [124]. Biomarkers of exposure can serve as such objective reference methods in validation studies [84, 86], but not many recovery biomarkers are available [85], as explained previously. Direct observation is another option for obtaining objective reference measures, but observation of individuals’ dietary intake for entire days, over extended periods of time is often not feasible [116]. Methods based on self-reports are therefore often used as a reference tool, despite being biased and having correlated errors with the test method [125]. When such a comparison is made, we use the term relative validation, to indicate that the reference method is imperfect and that the test and reference methods are not independent of each other [124]. Consequently, a relative validation study may result in a high agreement between methods, which may not be due to the high accuracy of the methods, but that they measure the same construct in the same direction or way.

1.4.2 Statistical techniques to reduce measurement errors

It is crucial to reduce measurement errors to a minimum during data collection, e.g. by using standardised protocols, valid tools, repeated measures (e.g. multiple 24HRs) and training of researchers [9]. However, it is also possible to handle measurement errors in the phase of analysing data.

Several statistical techniques have emerged to correct or reduce the impact of measurement errors [95]. Among these approaches, we find techniques for energy adjustment [126], removal of within-person errors (day-to-day variation) [127, 128], and regression calibration [125]. The two first approaches were used in the current thesis. The regression calibration approach is useful in studies of diet-health relationships; the risk estimate can be recalculated, using
attenuation factors calculated from a subgroup in the main study, in which a superior dietary method is used in addition to the main method [9]. For example, one could use 24HRs in the main study and recovery biomarkers in a sub-sample.

Combining self-report methods in new ways may be a promising development. FFQ data may be used to estimate the probability of consuming different foods, coupled with 24HR data to determine the amounts consumed [25]. Merging data from self-report methods and biomarkers is also suggested as a possible approach to mitigate measurement errors, and thus improve estimates of dietary intake [129].
1.5 **Aim and objectives**

The aim of this thesis is to assess the validity of two web-based dietary assessment tools developed for children and adolescents, and adults, respectively; for use in both descriptive- and analytical nutritional epidemiology studies, in addition to clinical studies, in Norway.

**Objectives**

- The following objectives were set out to validate the first web-based dietary assessment tool for children and adolescents in Norway, the WebFR, using three different reference methods:
  
  i. To assess the accuracy of school lunch entries in the WebFR, using direct unobtrusive observation as the reference method, in the age group 8–9 years.
  
  ii. To assess the ranking abilities of the WebFR for carotenoid-rich foods, by comparing reported intakes of carotenoid-rich foods to concentrations of carotenoids in plasma, in the age groups 8–9 and 12–14 years.
  
  iii. To assess the validity of EI estimated from the WebFR, using TEE calculated from accelerometer outputs, combined with data on weight and sex or combined with REE prediction equations, as the reference method in the age groups 8–9 and 12–14 years.

- The following objectives were set out to validate a new web-based FFQ, the WebFFQ, for assessment of habitual dietary intake among Norwegian adults, using two different reference methods:
  
  i. To assess the absolute validity of the estimated EI from the WebFFQ, using TEE measured by DLW as the reference method.
  
  ii. To assess the relative validity of the estimated intakes of macronutrients and food groups from the WebFFQ, using repeated non-consecutive 24HRs as the reference method.
2 Methods and materials

The validity of two web-based dietary assessment methods is assessed in this thesis: namely the web-based food record/recall (WebFR) and the web-based food frequency questionnaire (WebFFQ).

2.1.1 The study sample in the WebFR validation study (Paper I-III)

The WebFR was validated in a study carried out in the period from September-December 2013, in the municipality of Bærum, in Norway. The tool was developed for use in a national dietary survey in Norway, UNGKOST 3, among children and adolescents, in the 4th grade (8-9 years) and the 8th grade (12-14 years), respectively [130]. Thus, we invited 414 pupils in these age groups to participate in the validation study (Figure 2).

Convenience sampling was used; the principals of 11 schools in a short travel distance from the University of Oslo were tried reached by phone, out of which nine responded after calls on no more than two different days. Principals of six schools showed an interest in the project and were formally invited by email or mail, and their respective schools were subsequently included in the study. To increase the variability in the sample, we invited schools from a part of the municipality known to have a relatively heterogeneous population, with regards to their socio-economic status and ethnic background.

Information regarding the study was provided to the invited pupils, and to their parents or guardians, in classrooms during school hours, and at plenary school meetings for parents, respectively. Besides, all invited received written material. Pupils who wanted to be included in the study had to have Wi-Fi at home, and their parents/guardians had to provide the researchers with an email address, of which they were responsible.
Figure 2. Flow chart showing the recruitment process in the validation study of the WebFR (paper I-III).
2.1.2 Design of the WebFR validation study (Paper I-III)

All participants had to enter types and amounts of all food items and beverages they consumed in the WebFR for four days. Moreover, they had to wear an accelerometer for seven days, during the same week. The youngest participants (8-9 years old) were also observed during school lunch in one out of the four days they recorded in the WebFR. In the following period upon completing the recordings in the WebFR (maximum 11 days), blood drops were collected from all participants after a minor puncturing of one of their fingertips. Their height and weight were also measured.

The WebFR

The WebFR is a hybrid dietary assessment tool, designed as a food record, yet with elements from recall methodology. This is because recordings are not done in real-time, but rather at the end of each recording day. The WebFR is based on a pre-set meal structure, and images are used to estimate portion sizes. Selected screenshots from the WebFR are provided in Appendix I. It is an ‘open method’, as it is possible to enter information regarding any food or beverage consumed, but not listed in the WebFR. In total, the WebFR contains around 550 items, selected based on data on frequently consumed items in NORKOST 3, a Norwegian national dietary survey from 2011 [131], in addition to unique children’s products (e.g. yoghurt), which were selected based on sales statistics in Norway.

The WebFR is based on the Danish Web-based Dietary Assessment Software for Children (WebDASC) [57]. Several aspects of the WebDASC were changed during the process in which the WebFR took its form: all text and audio files, selected aspects of the interface, and types of meals, food lists, selected images and the food composition database. The image series in the WebFR consists of a mix of new image series specially made for the WebFR and image series that originated from the Danish WebDASC. The suitability of the portions sizes shown in the image series was evaluated by experienced dietitians before they were included in the WebFR. Despite these alterations, the underlying construct and basic functions are the same in both the WebDASC and the WebFR.

The WebFR has an interface that intends to be both intuitive and enjoyable for children and adolescents – its target group. An interactive, voice-assisted cartoon character guides the users through each day’s eating occasions, chronologically, aided by both audio and text in speech.
bubbles. Participants enter the foods and beverages they have consumed for each eating event separately. There are three alternative approaches. Participants can either use a search function, or select items from a drop-down list, organised by categories, or use the option for open field entries. The list comprises three levels (e.g. beverages → milk → semi-skimmed milk). To specify the portion size of each food item, participants use the image series, which hold two to four images displayed at once, proving examples of various portion sizes. The participant clicks on the image that is the best fit for the consumed food item or beverage and indicates the number of portions consumed. For some items, the image series for portion size estimations show images of substitute foods. For instance, orange marmalade is illustrated by strawberry jam. Pop-up elements are incorporated to remind the participants to enter in-between snacks, supplements, or other items often omitted from reports, to reduce recall bias.

Entries in the WebFR

All participants were asked to enter everything they consumed in the period of four consecutive days. One out of the four days had to be a weekend day (i.e. Saturday or Sunday). Moreover, they were instructed to conduct the recordings at home, after their last meal, at the end of each recording day. Parents/guardians were instructed to assist the youngest participants (8-9 years).

Direct observation during school lunch - Paper I (8-9-year-olds only)

Direct observations of the 4th graders (8-9 years) were conducted at school, during their regular school lunch break. Participants ate their lunch brought from home, in their classrooms, as they normally did, while being observed. Each participant was observed once, during a weekday, in the same period as they were recording in the WebFR. Careful planning and training were conducted prior to the data collection to ensure that the observations were as unobtrusive as possible. The observations were single blinded: All the children received name tags each observation day and were not informed when they were observed. No contact with the children during the observation was permitted. All school classes were also paid a pre-observational visit, to make the participants familiarised to the observers being in the classroom.

The data collection was preceded by an extensive observer training. An assessment of the IOR was done both prior to and during the data collection. The IOR demonstrates the agreement between the different observers, based on the proportion of observations in agreement for each pair.
**Carotenoids in blood - Paper II**

Blood was collected from non-fasting participants, by a trained researcher, using the Dried Blood Spot (DBS) method. The school nurse’s office or any other appropriate room at school, which could provide a minimum of privacy for the participants, was used during the sampling. A small finger-prick lancet was used, and a few drops of blood from the fingertips of each participant were placed right onto a filter paper, called DBS cards (Protein SaverTM 903R Cards; Whatman, Sanford, ME, USA). Blood sampling was conducted not more than 11 days after the participant had completed their recordings in the WebFR. This was done to analyse the concentrations of carotenoids in blood, and subsequently, to compare the concentrations of the biomarkers with the reported intakes of carotenoid-rich foods. Details of how the DBS samples were handled and later analysed, and how the carotenoid-rich food variables were constructed, are described extensively in Paper II.

**Accelerometers - Paper III**

Participants were instructed to wear the ActiGraph GT3X+ accelerometer (ActiGraph LLC, Pensacola, FL, USA). They were told to wear the accelerometer for seven consecutive days, including an entire weekend, and only to remove it during water activities (e.g. swimming, showering), and at night.

In Paper III, the mean of three different equations for TEE calculations was used. They were calculated from accelerometer outputs, combined with data on weight and sex or REE prediction equations. All prediction equations are shown in full length in the paper, in addition to a description of how the accelerometer data were handled.

**Anthropometric measurements**

Height and weight measurements were made, according to standard procedures, at the same time and location as the blood samples were collected. Height was measured to the nearest 1 mm and weight to the nearest 0.1 kg. The digital scale (TANITA TBF-300; Tanita Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was used for weight measurements. Participants were only allowed to wear light clothing, and no shoes, when they were measured.
Child and parental characteristics

The parents/guardians of all participants were instructed to provide information on the participant’s sex and age in the consent form. In addition, they were asked about their education level, ethnicity, and the type of family structure their family had.

2.1.3 The study sample in the WebFFQ validation study (Paper IV)

The study sample in the validation study of the WebFFQ, consisted of 92 participants that were recruited at two different time points from different populations, as shown in Figure 3.

Group 1, was recruited by convenience sampling, during a period of two weeks, in November 2015. An aim was set to recruit 32 women, based on sample size calculations. Thus, only women were recruited, using invites on Facebook, in addition to posters and word of mouth. A total of 58 women responded to the invites, out of whom 42 fulfilled the inclusion criteria, described in detail in Paper IV. Out of these 42 women, ten were excluded, and 32 were included in the study. The included women had the least comparable characteristics, defined by their age, self-reported body weight and height, self-reported physical activity level, and what area they resided. The purpose of this inclusion strategy was to increase the variability in the study sample. One of the included women withdrew from the study before the start of the study. Consequently, she was replaced by one of the 10 previously excluded women, who did fulfil the criteria for inclusion. The data collection was conducted in the period from January to June 2016. All 32 women completed all parts of the study.

Group 2 was recruited and data collected continuously in the period from March to December 2016. A random selection was drawn from the Norwegian population between 18-70 years by the Norwegian Tax Administration. Since group 1 consisted of women only, more men than women were invited to group 2. This was done to obtain a more balanced sex ratio in the entire sample. Specifically, a total of 200 individuals comprising of a mix of both men and women, in addition to 100 men, were invited. Thus, a total of 300 individuals were invited. All were sent the invite by mail and then called within one to two weeks. Whenever possible, text messages or voicemail were used if the invited did not respond. If no contact was established, a new phone call was made again after a few days. Then new text messages or voicemail was used if needed. Inclusion criteria are described in detail in Paper IV.

All participants, in both groups, were informed both in writing and orally regarding the study.
Figure 3. Flow chart showing the recruitment process in the validation study of the WebFFQ (Paper IV). Adapted from Figure 1 in Paper IV.
2.1.4 Design of the WebFFQ validation study (Paper IV)

In this validation study, all participants started by completing the WebFFQ. The WebFFQ asks about the habitual diet, that is their average dietary intake over the last 12 months. Then, a total of four telephone-administered non-consecutive 24HRs were collected for all the individuals included in the study. The interviews were conducted by trained nutritionists. Additionally, TEE was measured by the DLW method in all participants in group 1.

The WebFFQ

The WebFFQ is a self-administered, web-based FFQ. It is designed to assess the habitual dietary intake, specified as the usual dietary intake over the last 12 months. Study participants access the WebFFQ by using a direct link sent to their email.

Researchers from the Department of Nutrition in addition to the staff at the University Center for Information Technology, both at the University of Oslo, developed the WebFFQ. It is based on former paper-based FFQs [132-136].

The WebFFQ includes 279 foods or beverages, typically consumed in an adult Norwegian population. Images are used to assist participants when they estimate portion sizes (Appendix II). Moreover, to reduce the burden on participants, skip-algorithms are used. Specifically, that means it is possible to skip entire food categories (i.e. meat-based dishes) when a participant ticks off the box for non-consumers for the particular food category. Due to automatic error detection, the WebFFQ evades the problem with missing data, which is a widespread issue when using paper-based FFQs. That is, one cannot proceed to the next page if there are any questions left unanswered. Questions regarding the characteristics of the participants, for instance, smoking habits or educational level, are included at the end of the WebFFQ.

Doubly labelled water (group 1 only)

The DLW method was used in the participants included in group 1, to measure TEE. The TEE was later compared to the estimated EI from the WebFFQ.

Participants in group 1 were all visited three times each, in their own home, during the study (Figure 4). The first visit was made after they had completed the WebFFQ. At visit one, they
were given practical information and were provided with the equipment they needed for sampling and storage of urine samples. During the second visit, a pre-dose (baseline) sample of urine was collected from the participants, and they had their weight and height measured. At the end of visit number two, participants were given a dose of DLW. A multi-sample protocol over a period of two weeks was used, described more in detail in Paper IV. Finally, urine samples were collected, and new weight and height measurements were conducted during visit three.

![Diagram of home visits](figure4.png)

**Figure 4.** Overview of home visits in group 1 in the validation study of the WebFFQ (paper IV).

**Anthropometric measurements (group 1 only)**

A portable stadiometer (Seca 213, Seca GmbH & Co. KG., Hamburg, Germany) was used to measure the height of participants, to the nearest mm. A digital scale (TANITA TBF-300, Tanita Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was used to measure weight, to the nearest 0.1 kg. All measurements were conducted in the morning, after a night's fast, in very light clothing or underwear.
**Multiple 24HRs (group 1 and group 2)**

Four non-consecutive 24HRs were completed for each participant by telephone, using the 24-hour multiple-pass recall module, integrated into the food and nutrient composition database and calculation system KBS, developed at the Department of Nutrition, University of Oslo, Norway [137].

The 24-hour multiple-pass recall module of KBS is designed to be used in a three-step sequence (Figure 5), resembling the approach of the United States Department of Agriculture’s Automated Multiple-Pass Method [27]. In step one, the respondent describes what was consumed the previous day freely; that is, without being interrupted by the interviewer. In step two, the interviewer recaps everything the respondent reported, in chronological order. Moreover, the interviewer inquires about portion sizes, and probes regarding probably omitted items (e.g. sugar or milk, if tea is reported without specifying any details), or omitted meals or snacks. In the final third step, the interviewer prompts for foods, beverages and supplements, frequently omitted from recalls, using a pre-defined fixed list.

![Figure 5. A description of the ‘Interview-assisted and computer-based 24-hour multiple-pass recall module’ of KBS, from the Department of Nutrition, University of Oslo.](image)

During the interviews all participants had access to image series consisting of four images each, displaying different portions sizes of the same food, to ease the portion size estimations. The image series were available in paper format, or electronically, as a PDF file. Of the four 24HR-days, one was either a Friday, a Saturday or a Sunday. The interviews were, for the most part, not prearranged (93%), to avoid reactivity.
Self-reported weight and height (all)

All participants reported their weight and height in the WebFFQ.

Other subject characteristics (all)

The WebFFQ included questions regarding educational level, smoking habits and birth date. All participants in group 1 provided information about their physical activity level, over the phone, when they were considered for inclusion in the study.

2.2 Ethical statements

Paper I-III

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Norwegian Data Protection Official for Research (NSD) approved the study (Project No. 32968). Child assent and written parental consent were obtained from all participants. All participants who completed the study were given two tickets to the cinema, in the form of a personal gift card.

Paper IV

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and all procedures involving human subjects were approved by the Data Protection Official for Research in Norway (NSD), project numbers: 44876 and 45712. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. No economic compensation or incentives were given to the participants.
3 Summary of papers

Paper I:
Evaluation of a web-based food record for children using direct unobtrusive lunch observations: A validation study

Aim: To assess how accurately children could record their school lunch using the WebFR. The reference method used for comparison was direct, unobtrusive observation during school lunch.

Subjects and setting: Children, 8-9 years old (n=117), from Bærum, Norway. Data was collected between September-December 2013.

Methods: Participants recorded their dietary intake for four consecutive days in the WebFR, assisted by their parents/guardians, and were observed in the same period, while eating their lunch at school. Three observers conducted all observations. IOR was assessed and found satisfactory. Data from observations was compared to the participants’ school lunch recordings, and variables for ‘matches’, ‘omissions’ and ‘intrusions’ were constructed. ‘Matches’ are defined as foods/beverages both observed being consumed and recorded in the WebFR; ‘omissions’ are defined as foods/beverages observed being consumed, but not recorded in the WebFR; ‘intrusions’ are defined as foods/beverages not observed being consumed, but recorded in the WebFR. Match rates ((matches/observed eaten foods)*100), omission rates ((omissions/observed eaten foods)*100), and intrusion rates ((intrusions/(recorded eaten foods))*100), were calculated. These rates were calculated to evaluate to what degree the participants were able to register their school lunch in the WebFR correctly. Rates were calculated separately for food categories, and for all foods/beverages combined. Moreover, a logistic regression analysis was conducted to examine whether body mass index (BMI), parental educational level, parental ethnicity or family structure were associated with a ‘Low match rate’, defined as ≤70%. Excel (version 2010, Microsoft Excel), IBM SPSS (version 21.0, 2012, IBM Corp.) and R (version 3.0.1., 2013, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing) were used to create the variables, and in the analyses.

Results: The average match, omission and intrusion rates varied widely between food categories. Recording accuracy was better for bread products and milk as compared to spreads, fruit, berries, vegetables and salads. For all food groups combined, the mean match, omission
and intrusion rates were 73%, 27% and 19%, respectively. We observed that parental educational level and parental ethnicity were associated with match rate. Specifically, the mean match rate was 52% for children of the lower educated parents, versus 77% for children of the higher educated parents (p<0.01). Moreover, the mean match rate was 57% for children of two non-Norwegian parents, versus, 75% for the others (p=0.04). In the logistic regression model, only parental ethnicity remained statistically significant, with an adjusted odds ratio of 6.9, and 95% confidence interval between 1.3-36.4. Nevertheless, the parental educational level variable was borderline significant with an odds ratio of 3.8.

Conclusions: We have demonstrated that some of the 8-9 year-old children included in the current study were not able to record their dietary intake from school lunch adequately. Lower parental educational levels and having two non-Norwegian parents were linked to more recording errors. However, these findings must be interpreted with caution, due to the low number of participants in the subgroups with these characteristics. The WebFR seems to be in line with other web-based tools for children. By including additional prompts for foods that had high omission rates, we may improve the WebFR. We suggest that participants with language difficulties may benefit from extra support and information in future studies using the WebFR.

Paper II: Associations between reported intakes of carotenoid-rich foods and concentrations of carotenoids in plasma: a validation study of a web-based food recall for children and adolescents

Aim: To validate the recorded intakes of carotenoid-rich foods in the WebFR. Measured concentrations of carotenoids in blood, converted to plasma values, were used as an objective reference method.

Subjects and setting: Children and adolescents, in age groups 8-9 years and 12-14 years (n=261), from Bærum, Norway. Data was collected between September-December 2013.

Methods: All participants used the WebFR to record their dietary intake for four consecutive days. Within 11 days after completing the recordings, a few drops of blood from the fingertip were collected from all, using the DBS method. Concentrations of carotenoids (β-carotene, α-carotene, β-cryptoxanthin, lycopene, lutein and zeaxanthin) were analysed using standard procedures of high-performance liquid chromatography. The carotenoid-rich food variables that were created, comprised foods with a significant content of carotenoids, that had been
consumed in the current study. Cross-classifications and Spearman’s rank correlations were used to assess the relationship between concentrations of carotenoids from the DBS and the recorded intake of foods with a high content of carotenoids. Excel version 2010 and KBS (database AE-10, version 7.2 Department of Nutrition, University of Oslo, Norway), and IBM SPSS Statistics Version 21.0 (2012) were used to create the variables and in the analyses.

**Results:** The median recorded consumption of vegetables, fruits and juice combined was 225 grams/day, and the median intake of all carotenoid-rich foods was 81 grams/day. Data from all participants, on recorded dietary intakes of carotenoid-rich foods and the concentrations of the corresponding carotenoids in plasma, showed Spearman’s correlations between 0.30 - 0.44. Moreover, we observed that 72–77% of all participants were classified in the same or adjacent quartile if the results of lutein and zeaxanthin were excluded. The correlation between recorded intakes of vegetables and total carotenoids in plasma were significantly different between 8–9-year-olds (r=0.47) and the 12–14-year-olds (r=0.14).

**Conclusion:** The ranking abilities of the WebFR were acceptable for foods rich in α-carotene, β-carotene, β-cryptoxanthin and lycopene, in a sample of children and adolescents. The WebFR is a suitable tool to assess the intake of foods rich in carotenoids, especially in the age group 8-9 years.

**Paper III:**

**Validation of energy intake from a web-based food recall for children and adolescents**

**Aim:** To validate estimated EI from the WebFR, by comparing EI to estimated TEE, calculated from accelerometer counts, in combination with data on sex and body weight, or combined with REE equations.

**Subjects and setting:** Children and adolescents in the age groups 8-9 years and 12-14 years (n=253), from Bærum, Norway. Data was collected between September-December 2013.

**Methods:** Participants recorded everything they consumed for four consecutive days in the WebFR, and their physical activity was measured using an accelerometer (ActiGraph GT3X+) for seven consecutive days, during the same week. Counts from the accelerometer were used to calculate the individual physical activity level for all participants. REE was calculated, based on age, sex and measured weight and height. Subsequently, three different equations were used to calculate TEE. They were based on either accelerometer counts and sex and weight specific
equation, or accelerometer counts, and a sex-specific equation and REE, or REE and physical activity level. EI was estimated from recordings in the WebFR. Pearson’s correlation between EI and TEE was calculated. The proportion of acceptable-, under- and over-reporters of energy was calculated using two different approaches. A Bland-Altman plot was created to assess the agreement between EI and TEE. Also, a linear regression analysis was used to see which variables contributed to the misreporting of EI. ActiLife (version 6.0, ActiGraph LLC, Pensacola, FL, USA), MS Excel (version 2010, Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) and IBM SPSS (version 22.0, 2013, IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA) were used for the calculations and the analyses.

Results: The mean EI for all participants was 6.85 MJ/day, and the mean TEE was 8.67 MJ/day. More than one-third (36-37%) were defined as under-reporters of energy, but only 2-4% were identified as over-reporters of energy. Pearson’s correlation was 0.16 for the entire sample, 0.31 for the 8-9-year-olds, and 0.08 for the 12-14-year-olds. The mean EI was under-reported by -1.83 MJ/day, for the complete sample. In a multiple linear regression model, increased energy under-reporting was observed for overweight and obese participants, the oldest age group, boys, those with parents/legal guardians with a low educational level, and those living in a non-traditional family. Among these variables, weight status showed the strongest association with misreporting of energy: Participants who were either overweight or obese underreported their EI by -2.35 MJ/day more as compared to those with a normal body weight.

Conclusion: Estimated EI from the WebFR was significantly underestimated. The degree of underestimation was affected by weight status, sex, age, parental educational level and family structure. EI from the WebFR should be used with caution in children and adolescents.

Paper IV:
The validity of a web-based food frequency questionnaire assessed by doubly labelled water and multiple 24-hour recalls

Aim: To assess the validity of the estimated habitual dietary intake from the WebFFQ, using the DLW and multiple 24HRs as reference methods.

Subjects and setting: A total of 92 adults, born in Scandinavia and living in Norway, were included in the study. Data collection was conducted in the period between January-December 2016.
**Methods:** All participants completed the WebFFQ in addition to four non-consecutive 24HRs. In a subsample of 32 women, TEE was measured using the DLW method for comparison with their estimated EI. The relative validity of the WebFFQ’s estimated intakes of macronutrients and food groups was assessed in the entire sample (n=92), by comparing them to the estimated mean intakes from the 24HRs. We used various techniques in these validity assessments, including calculating absolute differences, ratios, crude and deattenuated correlations, cross-classifications, and a Bland-Altman plot. Besides, we plotted the misreporting of energy (EI-TEE) against the relative misreporting of food groups (WebFFQ-24HRs). KBS (KBS, version 7.3, database AE14, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway), IBM SPSS (version 22.0, 2013, IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA) and MS Excel (version 2010, Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) were used for all the calculations and the analyses.

**Results:** The EI estimated by the WebFFQ was not significantly different from the TEE measured by DLW on group level (0.7 MJ/day). However, ranking abilities were poor (r=-0.18). The relative validation showed an overestimation by the WebFFQ for the majority of the variables using absolute intake; especially the food groups ‘vegetables’ and ‘fish and shellfish’ were largely overestimated. We observed an improved agreement between the test and the reference tool for energy-adjusted intakes. Deattenuated correlation coefficients were in the range 0.22-0.89. Moreover, for the majority of the energy-adjusted variables for macronutrients and food groups, we observed low levels of grossly misclassified participants (0-3%).

**Conclusion:** The WebFFQ is not able to rank individuals correctly according to their reported EI and is therefore not suitable to estimate EI at the individual level. For the energy-adjusted macronutrients and the majority of the energy-adjusted food groups, both the estimated intakes on group level and the ranking abilities seem acceptable. Consequently, the WebFFQ appears to be a suitable tool for both future dietary surveys and nutritional epidemiology studies. Nevertheless, there is a need to confirm the results from the relative validation using objective reference methods.
4 Discussion

In this thesis two web-based dietary assessment tools are validated in different samples, using several different reference methods with varying strengths and weaknesses. Relevant methodological considerations are discussed in section 4.1, and a discussion of the main findings is found in section 4.2. Finally, the advantages of web-based tools versus traditional dietary assessment tools are discussed in 4.3.

4.1 Methodological considerations

4.1.1 Selection bias and external validity

Selection bias arises when the study sample is not representative of the target population about which conclusions are to be drawn [138]. Such bias is a challenge in dietary surveillance studies, with the potential to lead to distorted estimates of a populations’ intake, caused by deviations between estimates from the non-representative sample, and the true population’s intake. Trying to avoid selection bias is equally important in validation studies, because an unrepresentative sample may report their intake more accurately, or eat differently, than the target population [123]. One may for instance, mistakenly conclude that a dietary assessment tool gives a valid estimate of energy, although this could primarily be due to an overrepresentation of individuals able to accurately estimate their intake, compared to the target population. The validity of a tool will, therefore, vary due to the study sample’s characteristics. A randomly selected representative sample from the target population is, therefore, the ideal, but unfortunately not always obtainable in validation studies.

Paper I-III

The primary target populations of the WebFR were 4th graders (8-9 years) and 8th graders (12-13 years) in Norway, as the WebFR was first and foremost developed for use in a national representative dietary surveillance study (UNGKOST 3) in these age groups [130]. For the validation study of the WebFR, convenience sampling was used to select the schools from which children in the target age groups were invited. The municipality, from which the schools were chosen, was selected due to its proximity to the University of Oslo. However, attempts
were made to counter selection bias, by selecting schools from an area in the municipality known to have a relatively diverse population in terms of ethnicity and socio-economic status. All children at the selected schools were invited, and participation rates were relatively high (>60%). Compared to the general Norwegian population, the ethnic diversity was high in our sample. In Paper I-III, a total of 19-23% of all parents/guardians of participants were non-Norwegian, and 9-13% of the participants had two non-Norwegian parents/guardians. In comparison, according to Statistics Norway, in 2013, a total of 14% of the population were either immigrants or Norwegian-born to immigrants [139]. The parental educational level was high in the included sample. A total of 71-74% of all parents/guardians of the recruited participants had higher education (university college or university), whereas the average in the overall Norwegian population, in the age group 25–59 years, was 42% in 2014 [140]. Finally, the proportion of overweight and obese children and adolescents was slightly lower for the sample included in Paper I-III, as compared to children and adolescents from the general population in Norway (13-14% versus 16%) [141]. The population’s educational level in Norway is higher in typical urban or semi-urban areas, as compared to rural areas in Norway. Specifically, the proportion of individuals over 16 years who have higher education, and who live in one of the four largest cities in Norway or the surrounding areas of the capital city Oslo, is in the range of 41-52% [142]. In comparison, this proportion is in the range of 13-30% for 324 out of the 337 smaller municipalities with <10,000 inhabitants [142]. The proportion of immigrants is especially high in Oslo and the surrounding municipalities of the capital city (17-30%) [139]. Moreover, a study which included a nationally representative sample of 8-year-olds showed that the mean BMI was higher among children living in rural areas as compared to urban areas in Norway [143]. In conclusion, the sample included in Paper I-III resembles the population in urban- and semi-urban parts of Norway. Combined with the relatively high participation rates obtained in the study, it can be argued that the generalizability to the general population, living in semi-urban or urban parts of Norway, is good, resulting in an acceptable external validity.

**Paper IV**

The target population, for which the WebFFQ is developed, is the Norwegian adult population between 18-70 years of age. In the validation study presented in Paper IV, the recruitment of participants was done at two different time points, using different approaches. This gave rise to group 1 and group 2, described previously in Figure 3.
Group 1 had to accept a relatively high participant burden, involving a multi-sample DLW protocol. Thus, it was decided to approach and recruit highly motivated participants, with a high likeliness to complete all parts of the study. Convenience sampling was used, recruiting through social media, word of mouth and posters. Moreover, several, but important criteria for inclusion have undoubtedly contributed to a reduced representativeness of the sample. Attempts were made to increase the variability of the sample, by selecting participants that differed most, based on age, self-reported height, weight and physical activity level, in addition to the area they resided, as described previously. The characteristics observed for the 32 participants in group 1 diverged from the general population: they consisted of women only, had a high educational level (84%), and only 6% were current smokers. In comparison, 18% of the overall population of adult women in Norway were current smokers (11% daily and 7% occasional) in 2016 [144]. One may speculate if the low number of smokers indicates that the sample in group 1 may consist of more health conscious participants than in the general population, perhaps more susceptible to report their food intake in a socially desirable way.

For group 2, the participation burden was moderate, as compared to group 1; as a consequence, a representative sample was invited. However, despite that the invited individuals received a personal letter, in addition to personal follow-up phone calls, the participation rate was low (20%). Therefore, as for group 1, we cannot rule out selection bias. Participants in group 2 consisted of 57% men and 60% had higher education. This is a high proportion as compared to the general adult population in Norway in 2016, in which 36% of 20-year-olds, or older individuals, had higher education [142]. Moreover, only 13% in group 2 were current smokers, versus 21% of the general adult population (12% daily and 9% occasional) [144]. Because of that, the sample in group 2 seems to deviate from the target population in the same direction as group 1, but to a lesser extent.

4.1.2 Internal validity: Strengths and limitations of the reference methods

Direct observation

The advantage of using direct observation to assess dietary intake is that it allows the observers to get insight about the true intake, not obtainable by any other method. Observations of packed lunches, used as a reference method in this thesis (Paper I), is however believed to be challenging because of the diversity of items and portion sizes, in addition to the challenge with
opaque drinking bottles or food containers, compared to observations of served school meals. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that accurate and reliable observations of packed school lunches are attainable when using trained observers with a background in nutrition [116].

If direct observations are to be used as an unbiased reference method, reactivity must be limited as much as possible, to avoid drawing misleading conclusions regarding the performance of the test method. To minimise reactivity, we must conduct observations unobtrusively [113]. One may argue that truly unobtrusive observation, can only be done behind a glass mirror, or similar [115]. In Paper I, avoiding reactivity was attempted both in the planning phase and during the data collection, using the following strategies: Familiarising participants to the observers before the data collection, the use of single blinding, and avoidance of contact with the children during school lunch. Others have demonstrated that children observed during school lunch are not affected by the observations [145, 146]; thus reactivity was most likely limited in Paper I.

The observations were restricted to school lunch, during weekdays only, in Paper I. This is a limitation, as we cannot rule out the possibility that the meals under observation in the current study may not be representative. Specifically, the recording accuracy for other types of meals and eating occasions, at other times of the day, and week, may be different from the recording accuracy for the school lunch. To what degree observers can truly observe what is eaten, may be affected by the number of individuals under observation at the same time, per observer. In Paper I, this was limited to a maximum of three per observer, which is found to be acceptable elsewhere [147]. Moreover, when using several observers, it is important to assess the agreement between them during the study, using IOR [114]. An agreement of 85% is often put forward as the lowest acceptable limit of IOR [114]. In the current study (Paper I), IOR was assessed before and continuously during the data collection. An IOR of 92% was obtained for all food items on average, ranging from 88-96% between different observer pairs. This secured a minimum of standardisation, resulting in an acceptable internal validity.

Concentrations of carotenoids in plasma (Paper II)

Concentrations of carotenoids in plasma were used as objective measures of dietary exposure of foods rich in carotenoids in Paper II. As explained previously, concentration biomarkers cannot be used to quantify the absolute intake, but may be used to rank individuals according to their intake. Additionally, between-person variation in the concentration of these biomarkers can reflect other factors than the variability of the dietary exposure of the biomarker itself. That
is, individuals with the same dietary exposure may vary in the way they absorb and metabolise a biomarker [84]. Many factors can affect the concentration of carotenoids in blood. A meal high in fat increases absorption, and between-person variation in postprandial metabolism can influence the concentration [148]. Moreover, overweight and obesity are linked to lower levels of plasma carotenoids [149], and it has also been reported that inflammation may reduce β-carotene concentrations [150]. None of these factors were taken into account in the validation study of the WebFR. Thus it cannot be ruled out that they may have contributed to a possible misclassification of participants in Paper II.

The time of exposure reflected by the biomarker is of high importance [84]. Carotenoids in plasma and serum are observed to have a half-life between 1-11 weeks [101, 151, 152]. Thus they reflect the dietary exposure of carotenoids over the last weeks. In this study (paper II), blood samples were drawn once, within 11 days upon completion of the recording of dietary intake in the WebFR. Thus, the discrepancy in time between the sampling and recordings is a limitation, and ideally, more than one sample should have been drawn, to assess and address any within-person variation.

**Accelerometer derived TEE (Paper III)**

There is a large assortment of accelerometers available; not all are validated. In a recent review, Jeran et al. identified studies that used accelerometers to estimate activity-related energy expenditure (and thus indirectly TEE) in adults in a free-living setting and compared it to DLW data [117]. The results varied largely, from poor to good estimates; thus the authors concluded that accelerometer derived energy expenditure should be used with caution [117]. ActiGraph is the type of accelerometer used in the current thesis (Paper III). TEE calculated from accelerometer counts from the ActiGraph (former known as CSA/MTI) has, however, shown to correlate reasonably with TEE measured by DLW; specifically, correlation coefficients in the range of 0.68-0.96 have been observed in children and adolescents [153].

The mean of three different approaches to estimate TEE was used in Paper III, to make our estimates more robust. This is based on the principle ‘wisdom of select crowds’ [154], which suggests that averaging a few carefully chosen estimates based on expertise, will often perform superior to a single estimate taken as the best, as errors randomly distributed between uncorrelated estimates will cancel each other out by averaging. This assumption of uncorrelated estimates has probably been violated to some degree in Paper III. However, because aggregate
prediction equations, in other research areas, have outperformed single prediction equations [155], this approach was used in the current thesis.

There are several limitations to consider. First, the appropriateness of the equations and cut-points used may be questioned. The equations used from Ekelund [120] were developed for 9-year-old children, and may be less appropriate for the older age group included in Paper III. Besides, there is a lack of consensus regarding what thresholds should be used for different physical activity intensities [156]. Secondly, it is well known that accelerometers are unable to register certain activities, involving static movement and weight bearing activities, and they cannot discriminate between walking and walking up a hill [156]. This may lead to underestimations of physical activity. The placement of the sensor is also of importance. Placing the accelerometer on the hip, as done in Paper III, captures major body motions, but tend to underestimate activities like upper-arm movements or cycling [157].

Reactivity is a potential challenge, as participants may move more than normal, not providing information on the usual activity pattern and overestimating the usual physical activity level. Participants included in Paper III started wearing the accelerometer 24 hours before the start of the recordings. Thus the most immediate alterations in activity have been omitted. Additionally, to avoid reactivity, it is of importance that the accelerometer is small, robust, to not interfere with the activity of the individual [153]. The ActiGraph used in Paper III satisfies these requirements.

In individuals with a stable weight, there is a good agreement between EI and TEE [158]. Therefore, estimates of reported EI can be compared to estimates of TEE [159]. In the validation study of the WebFR, the height and weight of the young participants were measured only once during data collection. Therefore, the assumption of weight stability may have been violated. However, the period under study was limited to one week, and any substantial weight alterations seem implausible.

The DLW method (Paper IV)

The DLW method, used in a subsample in Paper IV, is regarded as the best technique to obtain optimal measurements of individual TEE in normal free-living conditions [93]. Still, the DLW method can be troubled by random error [160]. Validation studies of the DLW method, in which indirect calorimetry was used as the reference method, have demonstrated a difference
between methods of +/- 1-3% on group level [92]. On the individual level, the average difference between methods has been found to be substantially larger (around 10%) [92]. In addition to errors caused during analysis in the laboratory, other factors can contribute to errors in the DLW methods. Any spillage of dose during administration, or mixing up which dose is given to which subject, will introduce errors. Also, the background enrichment of the naturally present isotopes can change rapidly [161] and may distort samples at the end of the sampling period, in which the enrichment of body water is approaching background levels. The type of medium used is also of importance. Blood is regarded as the preferred medium, which reflects the exact enrichment of body water at the time of sampling [162]. In the study included in this thesis, urine was used to sample body water, to reduce the burden of the participants. Urine in the bladder is not in equilibrium with the rest of the body water and is rather reflecting the period since the last void of urine [162]. To complicate it further, if the bladder is not emptied properly during urination, the retained urine will mix with the newly produced urine, and distort the samples, which typically is an issue in older individuals [162]. To keep the errors to a minimum, we used a strict sampling protocol, and a highly specialised lab analysed all samples. Additionally, as a multi-sample protocol reduces the analytical variation and improves the precision of the method [93], this approach was used for the DLW assessment of TEE, in Paper IV. Still, three participants had to be excluded due to invalid TEE estimates; one of them most probably due to a minor spillage of dose.

A premise for the use of TEE as a proxy for EI is weight stability of participants, in the period under study. This is why body weight was measured both in the beginning and after the DLW sampling period, in the WebFFQ validation study. No significant weight change was observed, which indicates that the participants were in energy balance, giving reason to rely on TEE estimates, as a marker of EI. Nevertheless, a limitation is that the DLW data reflects the TEE only in the short period under study, whereas the estimated EI from the WebFFQ, to which the TEE was compared, reflects the habitual intake. To obtain the habitual TEE for an individual, we would need multiple assessments of DLW [95]. This was not feasible, and an attempt to bypass this limitation was therefore made, by selecting individuals with a history of being weight-stable, indicative of fairly stable mean TEE and EI.

**Multiple 24HRs (Paper IV)**

It is not always feasible to use objective reference methods. Other dietary assessment methods, based on self-reports, are therefore often being used as reference methods in validation studies.
This was also done in Paper IV, despite the limitations of these reference tools. Willet has stated that dietary records are the best alternative for comparison with FFQs, due to the fact that dietary records share the least number of errors with the FFQ, out of all dietary methods [95]. Compared to dietary records, errors in the 24HRs are more likely to be correlated with the FFQ, because both methods rely on memory, and portion size estimation [95]. However, one may argue that dietary records are still not the best option, as they are subject to reactivity [163], and will typically result in under-eating during the days of recording. Such reactivity, in the form of under-eating, may distort the results from the validation studies largely, possibly in the direction of attenuating the agreement. In the current study, quadruple non-consecutive recalls were collected, out of which 93% were not pre-scheduled. The number of non-consecutive recalls obtained per participant, and the use of unannounced recalls, which are not subject to reactivity [164], are strengths of Paper IV. However, the period, which the dietary intake from the WebFFQ and the 24HRs reflects, does not coincide, which is an obvious limitation.

The validity of the estimated EI from the mean of four non-consecutive 24HRs, used as the relative reference tool in Paper IV, was also assessed using TEE measured by DLW. A deattenuated Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.34 was observed between DLW-derived TEE and EI from the mean of four 24HRs. Moreover, EI from the mean of the four 24HRs was on average underestimated by 17%, compared to DLW-derived TEE. These results show that despite underestimation of EI on group level, the 24HRs could correctly rank individuals according to their true EI far better than the WebFFQ, which strengthens the 24HRs’ value as a reference tool.

4.2 Results in context: Discussion of the main findings

4.2.1 Energy intake from dietary self-reports (Paper III, IV)

The validity of the EI estimated from the WebFR in children and adolescents, and the EI estimated from the WebFFQ in adults, was assessed by TEE derived from accelerometer counts and DLW, respectively. Keeping the previous discussion on methodological considerations in mind, the TEE derived from DLW is superior to TEE from accelerometer counts. Results showed that the EI was estimated with substantial errors by both tools. Low abilities of ranking were observed: Correlation coefficients between EI and TEE were 0.16 and -0.18 for the WebFR and the WebFFQ, respectively. Only the WebFFQ provided a fair
estimate of EI on group level, given the non-significant underestimation of 0.7 MJ/day (6%). However, the group mean was caused by large over- and under-reporting of EI at the individual level that cancelled each other out. The EI estimated from the WebFR was underestimated by 1.8 MJ/day (23%), on average across all individuals. Thus, the findings in this thesis, demonstrate that both the WebFR and WebFFQ provide poor individual estimates of EI, and the WebFR provides poor group level means as well. Such poor results are in agreement with findings reported by others. In a systematic review by Burrows et al., the validity of estimated EI from different dietary assessment tools in children was compared to DLW data [165]; results showed that underreporting was common, ranging from 19-41% for food records, whereas over-reporting of EI was seen for 24HRs [166]. Thus, the WebFR resembles the foods records, more than recalls in this respect. In the study by Freedman et al., who pooled results from several large validation studies using DLW in adults [167], they demonstrated that assessment of self-reported EI was largely troubled with energy misreporting: The deattenuated correlations for women were between 0.11-0.34.

In the wake of the study by Freedman et al. [167], recommendations have been put forward, advising that self-reported EIs should not be used to derive estimates of absolute EI [163, 168]. Subar et al. argue that the reason for this is that EI is especially prone to measurement errors, as many errors, both small and large, add up because most of what is consumed contain energy [163]. Moreover, Subar et al. further argue that especially FFQs are not suitable for measuring EI, because of their finite lists of items and low level of detail, which also applies to any web-based FFQ, like the WebFFQ, validated in this thesis. With regards to the WebFR, the element of recall, introduced by instructing the participants to record their dietary intake at the end of each recording day, may have increased the number of omitted items in Paper I and contributed to the under-reporting of energy observed in Paper III. This proposition fits well with observations done by Baxter et al., which showed clearly how reporting accuracy decreased as time after the eating event increased [169].

By adapting the WebFR for use on portable platforms, like smartphones or tablets, we would enable real-time recordings, avoiding the problems with memory related to recalls. A validation study of My Meal Mate, which is an example of such digital real-time record for smartphones for adults, showed good agreement on the group level, but not individual level, when compared to 24HRs [66]. Shifting to real-time recordings is not an option for the WebFFQ. Besides, the harsh critique, targeting FFQs in particular, makes it relevant to consider whether turning to
objective measures of EI is the better solution. An alternative to self-reported EI exists through the DLW method. But as it is costly to use, and as resources are often a limiting factor, the DLW method will probably prove difficult to implement in large-scale studies. Using the DLW method in sub-samples of a study population is, however, a feasible option. This will also provide the opportunity to correct for measurement errors in self-reported EI, in regression models used in nutritional epidemiology, by applying the statistical approach regression calibration [170]. However, when doing so, repeated measures of the biomarker is necessary to take the variance of the biomarker into account in the model [171]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that by adjusting other dietary self-reported data using self-reported EIs, the estimates improve. This was seen in Paper IV, in which intakes on group level and ranking abilities of the WebFFQ relative to the 24HRs for the energy providing nutrients and foods groups improved for the energy-adjusted intakes. For vegetables, 8% of individuals were classified in the extreme opposite quartile for crude intakes, whereas this was reduced to 2% for the energy-adjusted intakes. In line with this, others have demonstrated that nutrient densities of protein from an FFQ were stronger correlated with the measured true intakes, as compared to the absolute protein intake [122]. In conclusion, future estimates of EI from the WebFFQ and WebFR are not useless but must be applied appropriately.

4.2.2 Omission and intrusions in school lunch entries by 8-9-year-olds (Paper I)

The observations of school lunch in Paper I provided insights into what was truly eaten, and what was omitted and intruded in children’s school lunch entries in the WebFR. Across all individuals for all food groups combined, the omission rate was 27%, and the intrusion rate was 19%, which confirms the observed underreporting of energy in Paper III.

Baxter (former Domel) and co-workers have published results from numerous validation studies of American schoolchildren's records and recalls from 1994 and up till 2017, using observation of school meals as the reference tool [172, 173]. Among the studies from Baxter et al., the ones most suitable for comparison are same-day-recalls, because the time of recordings in these same-day-recalls coincides with the time of recordings of the WebFR. Omission rates in these same-day-recalls are in the range of 27-56%, and intrusion rates are between 8-39% [174-179]. Hence, with a few exceptions of intrusion rates, the results from these studies are in line, or considerably worse, than the results in Paper I. The participants in Paper I were assisted by parents or guardians because 8-9-year-olds are believed to need assistance [180]. However,
children this age were not assisted by their parents in the studies by Baxter et al. This difference between studies may partly explain why recording accuracy was better in Paper I. Nevertheless, one can speculate if parental assistance is less useful for school meals. Parents do not necessarily know what their child eats at school. During the observations in Paper I, trading of foods between the children occurred occasionally. Also, some children did not drink their school milk, or ate the food provided by their caretakers; they poured the milk down the sink or threw their packed lunch in the bin.

There are a few validation studies of self-administered web-based 24HRs, in addition to the WebDASC, which the WebFR is based on, that have used school lunch observations as the reference method. These studies are discussed in detail in Paper I and show that the WebFR seems to be at least as good as most other comparable tools. For example, the WebFR had lower omission rates and lower intrusion rates than what was found in the studies of ASA24-KIDS [40] and CAAFE [181]. However, children were not assisted by their parents in these two studies. In contrast, reporting accuracy in the validation study of the WebDASC [182], was considerably better than in Paper I; omission rates were in the range of 0-5%. This may be explained, not only by the different approach used to calculate these rates but by the fundamentally different way the observations were conducted in the WebDASC-study. The observations appear to have been far from unobtrusive, possibly resulting in an improved reporting accuracy.

The observations in Paper I pinpoint the sources of misreporting of what was consumed during school lunch. In Figure 6, an overview of omitted and intruded items is shown.

---

**Figure 6.** Number of omitted and intruded food items out of 495 observed items and 450 recorded items, in 8-9-year-olds
A typical school lunch for children in Norway includes open-faced sandwiches with spreads, brought from home [183]. It is interesting that spreads, but not bread products were often omitted. Moreover, only some of the omissions of spreads had coinciding intrusions. The remarkably many intrusions of ‘beverages, other’, are simply water (96%). As a consequence of these discoveries regarding omissions, the WebFR has been slightly altered, to include additional prompts for spreads, to remind children to record these commonly omitted items.

4.2.3 Fruit and vegetable intakes from young individuals’ self-reports (Paper I, II)

The WebFR’s ability to assess carotenoid-rich foods was assessed in Paper II. The carotenoid-rich foods included in that paper, are fruits and vegetables, or constitutes of foods and beverages derived from fruits and vegetables (e.g. ketchup). Not many validation studies of dietary assessment tools for the younger age groups have used carotenoids in plasma as an objective reference method to assess the accuracy of reported intakes of fruits and vegetables. In Table 3, results from the WebFR are compared to a few relevant studies, covering the same age groups as in Paper II.

The comparison in Table 3 shows that the WebFR is in line, and even seems to outperform some, but not all of these other studies. Both non-fasting and fasting samples, plasma and serum are used in the studies included in Table 3. This is not a hindrance for comparison, because carotenoids in plasma and serum will, for the most part, reflect the habitual intake of carotenoid-rich foods, as the half-life of carotenoids is weeks, not days [101, 151, 152]. Moreover, serum and plasma values of carotenoids may be used interchangeably [184]. However, five out of the seven other assessment tools included in this comparison with the WebFR are FFQs. Moreover, both the paper of Burrow et al. [149] and Byers et al.[185] are based on parental reports, and the study populations are dissimilar. This makes the comparison difficult. For example, correlations between plasma or serum β-carotene and reported intakes of vegetables are reported in both Paper II, Biltoft-Jensen et al.’s study [182], and Slater et al.’s study [186], and are in the range of 0.07-0.38. That is, Slater et al.’s 24HR had the lowest correlation, followed by their FFQ, the WebFR, and finally the WebDASC. Age of the study populations differs in these studies, and could perhaps explain part of the differences in results. But these study populations also differ in other essential ways. Slater et al.’s study is from Brazil, and the studies of the WebDASC and WebFR are both from Scandinavia. Dissimilar populations are not expected to eat the same types of vegetables. Thus, we are comparing
associations between the intake of different kinds of vegetables to β-carotene in plasma or serum, without taking into account that the different vegetables may contain highly different levels of β-carotene [102]. Nevertheless, considering the results in Paper II independently, the WebFR has acceptable ranking abilities for foods rich in carotenoids ($r > 0.30$), except for foods rich in lutein and zeaxanthin ($r = 0.20$).

### Table 3. A comparison of validation studies of dietary assessment tools for school-age children and adolescents using concentrations of carotenoids in plasma or serum as a marker of intake of carotenoids, or foods rich in carotenoids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper (ref)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Age, years</th>
<th>Test method</th>
<th>Reference method</th>
<th>Correlations biomarker v. dietary intake</th>
<th>Correlation type</th>
<th>$r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper II</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>8-9 and 12-14</td>
<td>WebFR</td>
<td>DBS - plasma carotenoids (NF)</td>
<td>Single carotenoids v. single carotenoid-rich foods</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.20-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total carotenoids v. total carotenoid-rich foods</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>β-carotene v. total vegetables</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total carotenoids v. total vegetables</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total carotenoids v. total vegetables</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen et al. [187]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>Plasma carotenoids (F)</td>
<td>Total carotenoids v. total carotenoids</td>
<td>Pearson's</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total carotenoids v. total vegetable intake (not)</td>
<td>Pearson's</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biltoft-Jensen et al. [182]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>WebDASC</td>
<td>Plasma carotenoids (F)</td>
<td>Total carotenoids v. total fruits, juice and vegetables</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total carotenoids v. total carotenoids</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>β-carotene v. total vegetables</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slater et al. [186]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24HR x 2</td>
<td>Serum β-carotene (F)</td>
<td>β-carotene v. total vegetables</td>
<td>Pearson's</td>
<td>0.07&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Serum β-carotene v. total vegetables</td>
<td>Pearson's</td>
<td>0.15&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrows et al. [149]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>5-12</td>
<td>FFQ parental report</td>
<td>Plasma carotenoids (F)</td>
<td>Single carotenoids v. single carotenoids</td>
<td>Pearson's</td>
<td>-0.09-0.25/ 0.16-0.56&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>β-carotene v. β-carotene</td>
<td>Pearson's</td>
<td>0.17/ 0.56&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuhausser et al. [188]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>Plasma carotenoids (NF)</td>
<td>Single carotenoids v. single carotenoids</td>
<td>Pearson's</td>
<td>0.08-0.38&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>β-carotene v. β-carotene</td>
<td>Pearson's</td>
<td>0.15&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byers et al. [185]</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>FFQ parental report</td>
<td>Serum carotenoids (NF)</td>
<td>Total carotenoids&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; v. 35 fruits and vegetables</td>
<td>Spearman's</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

v., versus; NF, non-fasting sample; F, fasting sample.

<sup>a</sup> Adjusted for BMI, total fat, total cholesterol and fibre

<sup>b</sup> Adjusted for BMI

<sup>c</sup> Adjusted for age, sex, race, BMI, total serum cholesterol

<sup>d</sup> Including β-Carotene, α-Carotene and cryptoxanthin
In contrast to this, observations of school lunch entries (Paper I), discussed in section 4.2.2, showed that the food categories ‘fruit, berries’ and ‘vegetables, salads’ were among the categories in which omission rates were especially high. Specifically, a total of 42 (36%) and 33 (28%) children ate foods within the categories ‘fruit, berries’ and ‘vegetables, salads’ during their school lunch, respectively. These children had a mean omission rate of 39% and 45%. This is contrary to what one would expect based on the results in Paper II, in which the WebFR’s ranking abilities for such foods were found satisfactory. A possible explanation is that the intake of ‘fruit, berries’ and ‘vegetables, salads’ during school lunch may only have contributed to a small fraction of the total intake of these food groups. Only about 1/3 of the children ate something in these categories during school lunch, and the omissions were predominantly of small portion sizes. This is further supported by data from a dietary survey in Norwegian adults, which demonstrated that the lunch meal only contributed with 13% of the intake of fruits, and 16% of vegetables [189]. To sum up, the WebFR’s ranking abilities for fruits and vegetables were satisfactory for the mean intake, across all meals, despite the fact that a noteworthy proportion of small portions of these foods were omitted from recordings of school lunch.

4.2.4 Person-specific bias in children and adolescents (Paper I-III)

To identify possible person-specific bias, assessments of misreporting linked to participants’ characteristics, were conducted in Paper I-III.

Overweight and obesity

In a recent review by Sharman et al., studies using either observations, the DLW method or the double portion technique, in 6-12-year-olds, were included: Factors associated with the accuracy of dietary recalls conducted without parental assistance were investigated [190]. Results from this review showed specifically that higher omission rates, but lower intrusion rates were associated with overweight [190]. Previous studies have demonstrated that under-reporting of EI is associated with a higher BMI in children and adolescents. Fisher et al. reported that 4-11-year-olds overestimated their EI by 14% in parental assisted 24HRs, as compared to the DLW method; however, children with a higher relative weight to height, were more likely to underestimate their EI, as compared to those with lower relative weight [191]. Lioret et al. identified 26% of 11-17-year-old children as under-reporters of energy, and 60% among those who were overweight, when using the Goldberg cut-off method for 7-days food records [192]. Moreover, Murakami et al. identified under-reporters of energy from a diet history
questionnaire in 6-15-year-olds, using the Goldberg cut-off approach [193]; 32% were under-reporters, and the odds of being an under-reporter were three and six times higher for overweight and obese individuals, respectively. Results from Paper I-II in this thesis show no observed association between overweight/obesity and misreporting, but, this could be due to lack of power. For example, in Paper II, a correlation between the concentration of total carotenoids in plasma and recorded intake of vegetables was 0.30 for normal weight children, and 0.13 for overweight or obese children. The non-significant difference between these correlation coefficients is probably due to the limited number of overweight and obese children in the sample. However, in Paper III, a statistically significant increased underestimation of 2.4 MJ/day was observed in overweight and obese participants, as compared to normal weight children (reference), after adjusting for sex, age, parental educational level and family structure in a multiple regression analysis. This significant increase in underreporting in overweight and obese individuals corroborates the previously mentioned studies.

Age

The association between age and reporting accuracy was studied in Paper II and III, but not in Paper I, in which the study sample consisted of the 8-9-year-olds only. In Paper II, significantly higher correlations between carotenoids in plasma and recorded intakes of vegetables were observed for the 8-9-year-olds, as compared to the 12-14-year-olds, showing r=0.47 v. r= 0.14, respectively. Moreover, in Paper III, there was a significant increase in underestimation of energy for the 12-14-year-olds (0.69 MJ/day), as compared to the 8-9-year-olds (reference), adjusted for sex, BMI-category, parental educational level and family structure. This means that the 8-9-year-olds’ dietary reports were the most accurate. In the review of Sharman et al., described in the previous section, increasing age was related to improved reporting accuracy of recalls in children from 6 to 12 years, not assisted by their parents, in 10 out of 13 studies [190]. This can be explained by the fact that older children are much more likely to have fully developed cognitive abilities, and have more extensive knowledge regarding their food intake as compared to younger children. Consequently, one could expect that the oldest participants (12-14 years) included in Paper II and III, would outperform the younger children (8-9 years). Nevertheless, the opposite was observed. There may be several factors that can explain this finding. Firstly, only the parents or guardians of 8-9-year-olds were instructed to assist their children during recording. Lack of assistance from parents or caregivers was associated with misreporting in 6-15-year-olds in Japan who completed a diet history questionnaire [193].
Although this study had a highly different study population, culture-wise, as compared to the validation studies of the WebFR, this may indicate that parental support may be valuable also in older children and adolescents, although perhaps not feasible. Secondly, social desirability emerges in older children or adolescents and can affect the recordings negatively [194]. Thirdly, the irregular eating structure characterising adolescence may furthermore impair the recording accuracy [195].

**Parental educational level and ethnicity**

Misreporting was associated with a low parental educational level in Paper I and Paper III. This is also reported elsewhere [192, 193, 196]. In Paper I, a lower match rate, representing poorer reporting accuracy, was also associated with having both parents/guardians of non-Norwegian ethnicity. However, a limited number of participants in the study had this characteristic. The review by Sharman et al. did not find associations between reporting accuracy in recalls (not parental assisted) and race or ethnicity, in 10 out of the 11 studies included in the review [190]. In the only study that showed an association between ethnic groups and accuracy of the recalls, the study sample consisted of recent immigrant and refugee children [190]. Comparing the findings of Sharman et al.’s review to the findings in this thesis may be problematic. This is because the studies in the review are primarily from the US, which means that these study samples may differ substantially from the study sample in this thesis, regarding ethnic origin, culture and other person-specific characteristics. In Paper II and Paper III, no association between ethnicity and recording accuracy was observed. This result is consistent with the previous-mentioned review of Sharman et al. It is noteworthy that an association between parental ethnicity and misreporting was observed in Paper I, in which the study sample consisted of 8-9-year-old children only, who depend on parental assistance when recording. Using the WebFR requires an understanding of the Norwegian language. These findings might reflect that non-Norwegian parents/guardians may have been unable to assist their children to a satisfactory degree, due to language barriers. Besides, a limited number of ethnic foods are included in the food list of the WebFR, which may have caused further challenges, although any food could be entered in the WebFR using an open field function.

**Sex**

No association between sex and recording accuracy was found for the WebFR, except for in Paper III, in which under-reporting of EI was assessed using accelerometer counts. A larger
underestimation of EI was observed for boys as compared to girls. There are no obvious explanations for this observation, but it is consistent with observations in an earlier validation study of a paper-based pre-coded food record in Norwegian 9-year-olds [197]. However, other findings in the literature regarding the association between sex and misreporting, in children and adolescents, are inconsistent. Murakami et al. reported an association between female sex and under-reporting of EI in 6-15-year-olds [193], whereas Lioret et al. [192] and Sharman et al. [190] found no association between under-reporting and sex in 3-17-year-olds and 6-12-year-olds, respectively.

4.2.5 Social desirability bias in adults (Paper IV)

Dietary assessment may be affected by social desirability bias, which reflects individuals’ desire to conform to social norms [198]. Specifically, this could manifest itself as a tendency to alter the reported intake in the direction that meets the dietary recommendations put forward by health authorities. An example of this is a recent study of Di Noia et al. which showed that social desirability was significantly associated with vegetable intake, assessed by a questionnaire in a group of American women with a mean age of 29 years [199]. However, it is not possible to conclude from that study whether women with high social desirability overestimates their vegetable intake, or if they simply eat more vegetables.

The validity of the WebFFQ relative to repeated 24HRs showed that the estimated intakes on group level and ranking abilities for macronutrients and most food groups were acceptable. The exceptions were the intakes of ‘vegetables’ and ‘fish and shellfish’. Although the ranking abilities were acceptable for the energy-adjusted intake of these foods, both the absolute intakes and the estimated intakes for energy-adjusted intakes of these foods were overestimated significantly and to a large degree. Specifically, the WebFFQ estimate of vegetable intake and fish and shellfish intakes was 205% and 169% of the 24HRs, respectively. Dietary guidelines promoted by the health authorities in Norway recommend increasing the intake of these foods [200]. Additionally, FFQs and short food-lists assessing habitual intakes may be more prone to social desirability bias, because the diet is assessed as a characteristic of the individual, as opposed to the 24HRs that assess the acute intake [201]. One may, therefore, speculate whether this observed overestimation of ‘vegetables’ and ‘fish and shellfish’ by the WebFFQ may be due to social desirability. In support of this, ‘cakes’ were also underestimated significantly by the WebFFQ relative to the 24HRs, but ‘alcohol’ and ‘sweets, desserts, sugars’ were not, despite
that all these items could be expected to be under-reported by individuals prone to social desirability.

4.3 Web-based versus traditional tools

4.3.1 Web-based FFQs versus paper-based FFQs

Several advantages promote the use of web-based FFQs over the paper-based ones. They provide complete data, through error checks, and may improve portion size estimations through the use of images. Using multiple images displayed simultaneously as an aid of portion size estimation has shown to increase reporting accuracy in a self-administered online 24HRs [202], which may suggest that this is also true for web-based FFQs. The web-based FFQs reduce the burden of data handling, as there is no need for manual checks, or to transfer data from paper to electronic formats. Additionally, they may also improve user-friendliness and compliance, due to easy access, the possibility of flexible completion, and the use of reminder messages and skip-algorithms. Lastly, as for the WebFFQ validated in this thesis, the possibility of electronic consent may increase user-friendliness further.

User-friendliness

Increased user-friendliness, if resulting in increased participation rates, may reduce selection bias, through obtaining a more representative selection of the target population. However, there are inconsistent findings in the literature regarding whether the web-format of FFQs actually improves the user-friendliness. For instance, the web-format of an FFQ was preferred over the paper version among 59%, in a relatively large Canadian study among adults, yet response rates were higher for the paper-based version than for the web-version [53]. In another study, response rates of web-based and paper-based surveys (not specifically FFQs) were compared [203]. The highest response rates were obtained when administrating both the web- and paper-based versions at the same time, letting the participants decide on which one to use. The second best rates were obtained using the web-based version, whereas the lowest response rates were obtained when participants were given the paper-based version only. These findings indicate that the web-format is preferred over paper-based methods for some, but not all participants. Depending on the sample, using a web-based FFQ may be perceived as a technical challenge that may perhaps be a hindrance, and partly explain these findings. Also, a paper-
based FFQ is portable and does not require any Internet access or computer literacy, which may be an advantage for some.

**Performance**

The built-in error checks of the web-based FFQs can reduce random error. It could, therefore, be expected that web-based FFQs, would outperform the paper-based versions. The WebFFQ validated in Paper IV builds upon and resembles a paper-based version, also validated using DLW [134]. Results showed that the WebFFQ tool is neither superior nor worse in estimating EI than the paper-based FFQ: EI was under-reported on group level by 0.70 MJ/day and 0.96 MJ/day by the WebFFQ and paper-based FFQ, respectively, and both tools showed poor ranking abilities for EI. Nevertheless, the study populations were dissimilar; women in the validation study of the paper-based FFQ were young university students with a mean age of 24 years, and a mean BMI of 22 kg/m\(^2\), whereas the women in Paper IV were much more diverse in age and BMI. Moreover, 180 items were included in the paper-based FFQ, as compared to 279 items, including many images for portion size estimations, in the WebFFQ. Another Norwegian paper-based FFQ holding 270 items, also based on the previous described paper-based FFQ, overestimated the intake of vegetables by 51% relative to a 7-days weighed food record in a study sample of adult men and women [133]. In comparison, in Paper IV we observed that the WebFFQ overestimated the intake of vegetables significantly and to a large extent (121%), relative to the 24HRs, across all participants for absolute intakes. In view of this, the direction and the magnitude of the misreporting is, to some extent, comparable between the WebFFQ and the two paper-based FFQs. Nevertheless, due to the differences between study populations, one cannot conclude that the WebFFQ is superior to these two paper-based FFQs, or vice versa. One may speculate whether the lack of convincing and clear improvements in the accuracy of the web-based FFQ format is due to the fact that improvements of the web-based FFQs, e.g. through increased completeness, are insignificant compared to overall measurement errors still associated with FFQs. Web-FFQs are still cognitive complex tools, with the same underlying structure as the paper-based ones.

A few studies have assessed the inter-version reliability of similar paper-based and web-based FFQs, by administering them both to the same study population. Forster et al. compared the Food4Me, a web-based FFQ with 157 items, to a similar paper-based version of that FFQ in a study of 113 adults, with a mean age of 30 years [204]. They showed crude, unadjusted correlations between methods in the range 0.41-0.90, including nutrients and foods groups, and
a 2.8 MJ/day higher EI for the web-based Food4Me as compared to the paper-based version. In a study of 31 middle aged women, adequate reliability was observed for the web-based FFQ as compared to the paper-based version. [55]. That is, correlation coefficients between methods for energy, macronutrients and food groups were between 0.68-0.86, and the estimates of EI were not statistically different between the web- and paper-based version. This study of the middle-aged women is in line with a recent Canadian study of 347 adults comparing a web-based FFQ with a comparable paper-based version, in which the estimates of nutrients were for the most part similar in the different versions [53]. Although, the web-based version of the FFQ in this Canadian study showed a small, significant higher estimate of EI for women only (0.2 MJ/day), as compared to the paper-based version. Then again, in a pilot study using a crossover design in a group of Spanish university students, significantly lower intakes, e.g., 1.9 MJ/day for energy, were observed for a web-based FFQ compared to a paper-based version of the same FFQ [205]. These findings indicate that the web-based format, for the most part, seems to be similar to the paper-based versions of the same FFQs; thus the mode of administration appears to be of little importance. However, the studies mentioned above are few, and several have a small sample size. Thus it is not possible to draw definite conclusions. Nevertheless, if we were to conclude that results are similar regardless of the administration mode, the reduced burden of data handling associated with the web-based FFQs, is alone enough to strongly advocate the use of this format, over the paper-based one.

4.3.2 Web-based versus other dietary assessment tools for young individuals

Given the perspective of researchers, there is undoubtedly a preference for self-administered web-based 24HRs and web-based food records, like the WebFR. This is above all due to the significant reduction in manual data handling compared to the traditional paper-based food records or interviewer administered 24HRs. Nevertheless, web- and image-based portable food records, typically developed for smartphones, do not necessarily reduce the burden of data handling for researchers. The Remote Foods Photography Method (RFPM) is an example of this, used in both adults and children [61]. The RFPM currently requires a human operator to manually look through all captured images, because the food and portion size identification process is still not fully automatic. However, progress has been made in developing technology that automatically identifies all foods and portion sizes from images. This can be exemplified by the TADA [60], a web- and image-based food record for smartphones, in which all images are automatically processed, which reduces the burden for both the researchers and the users. The
TADA is believed to be specifically suitable for adolescents, as they are used to adapt to new technology [60].

There are two major aspects to consider when concluding whether the web-based methods for children and adolescents are superior to the traditional ones. The first comprises the question regarding if the web-based methods are more user-friendly or not. If they are, we may obtain more representative samples, and reduce selection bias, as argued in section 4.2.1, for the WebFFQ. The second important aspect is whether the magnitude of errors is reduced for the web-based methods, as compared to the traditional paper- or interview based techniques.

**User-friendliness**

Technology-based dietary assessment tools are assumed to be especially accepted and preferred over traditional methods, among children and adolescents, as they are familiar with the use of technology in many aspects of their life. A few studies have evaluated the mode of preference for young individuals. Dutch children (10-12 years) preferred a web-based questionnaire over an identical paper-based questionnaire [206], and Dutch adolescents (13-17 years) also favoured a web-based health questionnaire over a paper-based one [207]. In the study validating the WebFR (Paper I-III), the preference of the web-mode versus a paper-based mode was not assessed. However, we had few dropouts and a relatively high participation rate, which may indicate that the WebFR was well accepted among 8-9-year-olds and 12-14-year-olds. Moreover, the participation rates, in the national dietary survey in Norway (UNGKOST 3) from 2015 [130], in which the WebFR was used in the same age groups as in the current thesis, were also acceptable. Participation rates were 55% and 53%, for 8-9-year-olds and 12-14-year-olds, respectively. This further indicates that the WebFR is user-friendly. Boushey and co-workers assessed 11-15-year-olds’ preferences for six different modes of dietary assessment and found that technology-based tools were preferred over paper-based dietary records [208]. Specifically, capturing dietary intake using either a disposable camera or PDA with a camera, were the most popular methods, followed by a PDA with search functions. This shows that there might be an even stronger preference for image based real-time assessment, than web-based tools like the WebFR, at least in older children and adolescents. One may speculate if this is due to the fact that capturing images requires minimal work for the participant, or because adolescents may already be used to capturing images of what they eat with their smartphones, and even sharing them on social media platforms like Instagram. In conclusion, it seems as if the web-format is well accepted and preferred by the Internet generation, over traditional methods. Using web-
based dietary assessment tools, like the WebFR or image-based dietary assessment, may therefore possibly reduce selection bias as compared to the use of traditional methods among young individuals.

**Performance**

The heterogeneity in technology-based assessment tools available for children and adolescents, and in the evaluation studies published, makes it challenging to confidently conclude whether or not the web-based methods are superior to the traditional methods. Specifically, for children, there is a lack of high-quality validation studies using objective reference methods and with a large sample size.

As discussed previously, the WebFR was not able to capture EI with accuracy. EI was underestimated by 1.8 MJ/day on group level across all individuals in both age groups, 36-37% of all participants were identified as under-reporters and 2-4% as over-reporters (Paper III). These findings are almost in complete agreement with results from a paper-based food record validated in 9-year-olds in Norway by Lillegaard et al. [197]. In that study, the mean EI was underestimated by 1.8 MJ/day across all individuals, and, 39% and 4% were classified as under- and over-reporters, respectively. The youngest participants in Paper III - the 8-9-years-olds - underestimated their EI by 1.4 MJ/day on group level, in comparison. These observations indicate that the WebFR is in line with, or perhaps slightly better than this traditional comparable paper-based tool, in respect of estimating the EI.

Results from the validation studies of the WebFR and results from the validation studies of the Danish WebDASC [182, 209], which the WebFR is based on, have been compared and discussed extensively in Paper I-III. The results show that the WebDASC appears to be superior to the WebFR in all aspects. However, as the tools are relatively similar, it is more likely that the different results obtained are caused by other factors. The lack of parental assistance in the oldest age group in Paper II and III could perhaps be such a contributing factor. However, the WebDASC also performed superior to the WebFR in Paper I in which just the youngest participants, who received assistance from their parents/guardians, were included. Other explanatory factors may include reactivity, which might have been an issue in the WebDASC study, or dissimilarities in the age of the study participants. The fact that the study population in the validation study of the WebFR was fairly diverse in respect of ethnicity,
and had a higher proportion of overweight and obese individuals, as compared to the validation studies of the WebDASC may also explain the dissimilar results between the validation studies.

In respect of improving the WebFR, it would be of great interest to know whether the web- and image-based portable food records or tools, in which participants may capture images of eating events as a memory aid, perform better than the WebFR. Svensson et al. showed that overweight and obese 8-12-year-olds underestimated their dietary intake by 2.8 MJ/day (24%) on group level, using a traditional food record combined with a digital camera to assess diet, and an accelerometer-based reference method assessing TEE [210]. In comparison, EI was underestimated by 4.1 MJ/day (43%) across all the overweight or obese individuals, including both the 8-9-year-olds and the 12-14-year-olds, in Paper III. Another Swedish study, also by Svensson et al., using objective reference estimates of TEE, assessed 14-16-year-olds' ability to report their diet using a mobile phone app [67]. The EI was underestimated by 2.8 MJ/day (29%) using median values on group level, as compared to a mean underestimation of 2.3 MJ/day (25%) in our sample of 12-14-year-olds. In the latter study of Svensson et al., a small subsample (n=15) used a web-based, non-portable tool in addition to the app; no significant differences between the two methods were observed [67]. Despite the fact that these studies to a certain degree may be comparable in respect of reference methods used, it is difficult to isolate whether dissimilarities in study populations have had an impact on the results. It is hard to conclude based on these studies, but one can speculate if the superior accuracy in the first out of these two studies by Svensson et al. is partly due to the use of the camera.

4.3.3 Cost-effectiveness of web-based dietary assessment

Repeatedly it has been stated that shifting to technology-based dietary assessment methods, including web-based methods are cost-effective [30, 42, 211]. The cost-effectiveness of a web-based 24-hour dietary record, as compared to a dietitian-conducted 24HR, was found to be in favour of the web-based-tool, especially because the cost of interviewers diminished [212]. Nevertheless, there is a lack of studies that have compared the cost-effectiveness of paper-based FFQs and records to web-based ones. Intuitively, one may argue that despite the fact that the methods may be expensive to develop, the web-based methods reduce the cost as there is no need for postal services in surveys or large studies, and because of lower cost due to reduced need for manual data handling. However, the cost of keeping software up-to-date or other needs of maintenance may be significant and call for specialised computer expertise. Moreover,
to obtain acceptably high participation rates, face-to-face recruitment may be necessary [213]; thus travel expenses is not automatically avoided. When taking all these aspects into consideration, it remains unclear at this point whether the total cost is reduced.
5 Conclusion

The validity of the WebFR is assessed in this thesis in a sample of children and adolescents. The reference methods used were direct observations, the concentration biomarkers carotenoids and accelerometer-derived TEE as a marker of EI.

- Observations of 8-9-year-olds’ school lunches showed that both omissions and intrusions were common, with a mean omission rate of 29% and a mean intrusion rate of 19%, across all food groups and all children.

- Spreads, fruits and vegetables were among the specific foods that were an important source of misreporting in the school lunch entries, but the omitted proportions of fruits and vegetables were mostly of small portion sizes. Nevertheless, the WebFR has acceptable ranking abilities for carotenoid-rich foods, demonstrated by using concentrations of carotenoids in plasma as a biomarker of intake.

- The estimated EI from the WebFR should be used with caution, given the mean underreporting of EI by 1.83 MJ/day and a correlation of 0.16 across the entire sample, which was demonstrated using accelerometer counts to derive TEE as a marker of EI.

- Overweight or obesity, older age, and a low parental educational level were the most important factors associated with misreporting in the WebFR. Parental ethnicity seems to be important for young children who need parental assistance during recordings. Hence, younger children with non-Norwegian parents would possibly benefit from receiving extra assistance during recordings.

- As other dietary assessment tools based on self-reported data, the WebFR suffers from misreporting, but are in line with other comparable web-based tools in these age groups.

- The WebFR would potentially benefit from being adapted for use on portable platforms, like smartphones or tablets, enabling real-time recordings that perhaps can reduce omissions and intrusions, and improve the user-friendliness. Alternatively, users in future studies could probably benefit from taking images with their camera phone during the day, as a memory aid to improve the recordings.
The validity of the WebFFQ is assessed in this thesis in an adult study sample. The reference methods used were the DLW method and repeated 24HRs.

- The group mean EI from the WebFFQ was not significantly different (-6%) from TEE measured by the DLW method in a sample of adult women.

- The WebFFQ’s ability to range women according to their EI was poor, given the correlation coefficient of -0.18 between DLW derived TEE and EI from the WebFFQ.

- Consequently, the WebFFQ seems able to estimate EI on group level, but not on an individual level. Estimated absolute individual EI from the WebFFQ should, therefore, not be used. Estimates of energy may still be valuable for energy adjustments.

- The relative comparison between the WebFFQ and 24HRs, in a sample of men and women, showed that the estimated absolute intakes of macronutrients and most food groups from the WebFFQ were acceptable on group level, except for ‘vegetables’ and ‘fish and shellfish’, which were significantly and largely overestimated by the WebFFQ.

- The WebFFQ was able to rank individuals correctly according to their reported intake of macronutrients and most food groups, especially when using the energy-adjusted intakes.

- The WebFFQ bears similarities to paper-based FFQs, and it appears to be neither better nor worse than other comparable paper-based FFQs.

- The WebFFQ would be a suitable tool in future dietary surveys and epidemiological studies and will reduce the burden on researchers. Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind the limitations of FFQ-data.
6 Final remarks and future perspectives

Over 20 years ago, Beaton stated that: “Dietary intake cannot now be estimated without error; it never will be!”[214]. Since then, substantial development in dietary assessment methodologies, discoveries of new biomarkers and development of new statistical approaches have materialised; and Beaton’s statement still holds. It seems inevitable that self-reports will always be troubled with misreporting, due to the nature of humans. Memory, skills and knowledge, and social desirability are among the factors compromising self-reports. The results from the validation studies of the WebFR and WebFFQ, presented in this thesis, corroborate this.

The reason why we use and even develop new imperfect methods based on self-reports is that despite all the errors, they provide insights and rich data on the complex behaviour of eating that has not been feasible to obtain in any other way. Observational studies in nutritional epidemiology using data from FFQs and 24HRs have provided valuable insights on dietary intake and health [215]. Examples include the association between folate intake and neural tube defects, or the effect of trans-fatty acids on LDL cholesterol [216]. On the other hand, we are probably also failing to show several existing associations, due to the errors in dietary assessment.

As discussed previously, especially the FFQ has been criticised substantially, and in particular, the energy estimates derived from it. Some even argue that the FFQ should be abandoned in future studies, and replaced by multiple short-term instruments [9]. Doing so may prove feasible, due to the use of web-based 24HRs and records which require minimal data handling. However, for episodically consumed foods, the FFQ has some distinct advantages over the short-term instruments. Moreover, no other method can replace the FFQ or web-based FFQ in large case-control studies in the future, or in other situations in which information about dietary exposure in the past is needed.

Combining tools is also a promising approach. One may get information on the probability of consumption of specific foods from an FFQ and details regarding portion sizes from 24HRs or food records. A group in Germany has used such approach: Multiple short 24HR-food lists and FFQ data have been combined with data on portion sizes from food records, using novel statistical methods [25]. Hence, combining data from the WebFFQ and multiple days of dietary records or recalls may be a way forward. This does require extensive collaborations with
statisticians, which will probably become even more important in future nutritional studies. Adapting the WebFR to adults, or developing a new self-administered web-based food record/recall tool for adults, would probably also prove beneficial to reduce data handling, as stand-alone tools, or in combination with the WebFFQ, as described above.

Technology is rapidly altering society, and will probably change dietary assessment far beyond what is seen today. At the moment, the ambulatory assessment, which comprises real-time assessment using portable tools, like smartphones, seems promising because of its memory independent nature. The WebFR validated in this thesis, can perhaps benefit from being adapted to smartphone technology. However, we need additional validation studies to investigate this further.

Nevertheless, to fully avoid errors associated with self-reports, it seems as if a shift to objective methods is the only solution. Automatic recording in real time is one alternative, but getting there will be challenging. The eButton [76], or its like, in which video and audio are captured, may be compromising the protection of personal information. Sensor technology and big data, derived from data on e.g. grocery shopping, will probably also prove helpful. Biomarkers of exposure is another promising objective alternative. Both new biomarkers derived from metabolomics, giving info on short-term intakes, and the promising stable isotopes, providing info on the long-term intake, will most likely supplement self-reports or other methods to assess dietary intake. However, biomarkers will probably not, at least in the immediate future, be a real alternative to assess the entire dietary intake, and will never be able to provide contextual data for the eating events.

To summarise, there are several promising and interesting emerging approaches to dietary assessment that are likely to improve our data. Still, in the immediate future, tools based on self-report, like the WebFFQ and the WebFR, will have a dominant position in dietary assessment.
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Appendix I

Selected screenshots from the WebFR
The WebFR login page
A voice-assisted cartoon character guides the participant through the recordings.
Drop-down lists and a free text search field
A free text search field for food items
Adding new foods in an open text field

Possibility to add additional food items in an open text field
Selection of portion size from photo series

Eplejuice

1 dl

2 dl

0,5 dl

1,5 dl
Selection of portion size from photo series
Selection of portion size from photo series
Prompting using pop-ups
Summary at the end of each recording day

**Mat registrert totalt i matdagboken: 2.66 Kg.**

**Hva har du spist i dag?**

**Dine hovedmåltider:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frokost</th>
<th>Lunsj</th>
<th>Middag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leverpastei, vanlig</td>
<td>Speisal K</td>
<td>Pasta/makaroni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grøtt brød, kjøtt</td>
<td>Lett, Timer Melk</td>
<td>Kjøtsaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eplejuice</td>
<td>Jordbær-syltetøyet</td>
<td>Drikkevann</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dine mellommåltider:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mellommåltid 1</th>
<th>Mellommåltid 2</th>
<th>Mellommåltid 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eple</td>
<td>Barneyoghurt 125 g</td>
<td>Pinnels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Logg til flere matvarer

Logg til flere matvarer

Logg til flere matvarer

Logre og avslutt
Appendix II

Selected screenshots from the WebFFQ
Images are used as an aid for portion size estimations

Hvor ofte spiser du kjøttsaus, gryterett med kjøttdeig eller karbonadedeig av støtte/svin? *

- Aldri
- Sjelden
- 1/mnd
- 2/mnd
- 3/mnd
- 4/mnd
- 5-8/mnd
- 7-8/mnd
- ≥ 9/mnd

Hvor stor porsjon spiser du? *

- A
- B
- C
- D

Hvor mange porsjoner spiser du til et måltid? *

Velg...
Hvor ofte spiser du kyllingryte? *

- Aldri
- Sjelden
- 1/mnd
- 2/mnd
- 3/mnd
- 4/mnd
- 5-6/mnd
- 7-8/mnd
- ≥ 9/mnd

Hvor stor porsjon spiser du? *

- A
- B
- C
- D

Hvor mange porsjoner spiser du til et måltid? *

Velg ...

Hvor ofte spiser du spaghetti, makaroni, pasta? *

- Aldri
- Sjelden
- 1-3/mnd
- 1/uke
- 2-3/uke
- 4-5/uke
- 6-7/uke
- ≥ 8/uke

Hvor stor porsjon spiser du? *

- A
- B
- C
- D

Hvor mange porsjoner spiser du til et måltid? *

Velg ...

Hvor ofte spiser du brokkoli?

- Aldri
- Sjelden
- 1-3/mnd
- 6-7/uke
- ≥ 8/uke

Hvor stor porsjon spiser du til et måltid?

- Aldri
- Sjelden
- 1-3/mnd
- 2-3/uke
- 4-5/uke
- 6-7/uke
- ≥ 8/uke

Hvor ofte spiser du blanded salat?

- Aldri
- Sjelden
- 1-3/mnd
- 6-7/uke
- ≥ 8/uke

Hvor mange porsjoner spiser du til et måltid?

- Aldri
- Sjelden
- 1-3/mnd
- 2-3/uke
- 4-5/uke
- 6-7/uke
- ≥ 8/uke